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PREFACE

Who is a vocational education curriculum specialist? The answer
to this question :s n..)t as simple as it might appear. A vocational
education curriculum specialist is likely to work in many different
capacities, including, but not limited to: instructor, department
chairperson, dean of vocational-technical education, vocational super-
visor, principal, state or local director cf vocational education, and
curriculum coordinator.

The specialist is, perhaps, more identifiable by his/her respon-
sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

planning, organizing, actualizing, and controlling the work
of an educational team performed to determine and achieve
objectives.

planning, organizing, and evaluating content and learning
processes into sequential activities that facilitate the
achievement of objectives.

diagnosing present and projected training needs of business,
industry, educational institutions, and the learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing different theories of curric-
ulum development, management, and evaluation and adapting them
for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-
senting a comprehensive curriculum development project dealing with the
training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose
of this two-year project was 1) to design, develop, and evaluate an
advanced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials
based on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-
tencies, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors
and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for
flexible installation. These materials are not meant to be used only
in the manner of an ordinary textbook. The materials can be used
effectively by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-
tional environments, including independent study, team teaching,
seminars, and workshops, as well as in more conventional classroom
settings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and
presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines

This study guide has five major sections. Each section contains useful

information, suggestions, and/or activities that assist in the achievement

of the competencies of a Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist. Each

major section is briefly described bElow.

PART I: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PART I contains an Overview and Rationale, Educational Goals and Performance

Objectives, Recommended Learning Materials, and Suggested Reference

Materials. This section will help the user answer the following questions:

How is the module organized?

What is the educational purpose of the module?

What specifically should the user learn from this module?

What are the specific competencies emphasized in this module?

What learning materials are necessary?

What related reference materials would be helpful?

PART II: CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Part II contains the content outline arranged by goals. The outline is a

synthesis of information from many sources related to the major topics

(goals and objectives) of the module. Study activities for each goal and

its correspondir iectives follow each section of the content outline,

allowing stuc,' complete the exercises related to Goal 1 before going

on to Go'

PART II". Pfl'iP ID CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

The "ActiviLlcs-Resources" column in the content outline contains refer-

ences to classroom or group activities and discussion questions related to

specific content in the outline. These activities and discussion questions

10
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are located in PART III and are for optional use of either the instructor

or the student. Both the classroom activities and discussion questions are

accompanied by suggested responses for use as helpful examples only--they

do not represent conclusive answers to the problems and issues addressed.

Also contained in the "Activities-Resources" column are the reference

numbers of the resources used to develop the content outline. These

reference numbers correspond to the numbers of the Suggested Reference

Materials in PART I.

PART IV: STUDENT SELF-CHECK

PART IV contains questions directly related to the goals and objectives of

the module. The self-check may be used as a pre-test or as a post-test,

or as d periodic self-check for students in determining their own progress

throughout the module.

PART V: APPENDICES

Appendix A contains responses to the Study Activities from PART II, and

Appendix B contains responses to the Student Self-Check. The responses

provide immediate feedback to the user and allow the module to be used

more effectively for individualized study. They have been included in the

last part of the module as appendices to facilitate their removal should

the user wish to use them at a later time rather than concurrently with

the rest of the module.

Approximately 30 hours of out-of-class stidy will be necessary to complete

this module.

Overview and Rationale

Vocational education can be viewed as the bridge between man and his

work. It must help one learn skills he is interested in learning,

skills that will prepare him for employment, and that will increase

his value as an employee. To do this, vocational education planning

11
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should be the result of the careful imd coni.inual analysis 7f both

manpower and industry-business need'_. Too often students tae left to

find jobs that no longer exist or for which there is a decreasing de-

mand because someone failed to study the projected manpower needs of

society. The purpose of this module is to discuss just how vocational

planners can conduct manpower and population needs analyses.

The module is divided into four parts. The first part concerns the mean-

ing of manpower and population needs analyses. Definitions are estab-

lished here for use throughout the module.

Next the module discusses sources of employment statistics that should

be considered when planning vocational education programs. The student

will have an opportunity to explore the contents of the best of these

sources.

The third part of the module requires the student to complete some of

the steps of a manpower or market analysis. Specific instructions are

provided to help in conducting the survey.

And finally, the fourth part of the module requires the student to cnffl-

plete some of the steps of a population needs and interest survey.

Again, specific :nstructions are provided.

12
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Goals and Objectives
Upon completion of this module, the stud ' will be able to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

GOAL 4.1: DEFME AND DIFFERENTIATE AMONG TYPES OF MANPOWER AND

ECONOMIC ANALYSES USED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Objective. 4.1_1_ Define task ana)ysis.

Objective 4.12 Define occup-ionaj analysi5..

Objective 4.13 Define job analysis.

Objective Mil_ Define instructional analysis.

ObjectL 1.15 Define population needs analysis.

Objective 4.16 Define job wket

GOAL 4.2: USE A VARIETY OF SOURCES OF EMPLOYMENT STATISlICS THAT

DIRECTLY AFFECT THE PLANNING OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM.

Objective 4.21 Describe the type of information that cdn

be found in the DicLionary of Occupdtiond1

Obje,ctive 4.2? Ow;cribe the type of informdtion thdt con

Le found in the Mdnpower Report of the

Pre!;tdent.

ObjeLl.ve Ow,cribe the typo of informdtion thdt cdn

be obtained from throe of the followinq

our(.er, of ddid:

OccupatIoNal Outfook Hdndbook,

b. !he 0GcupaLlonal Outlook Quarterly,

C. lomorrow:', Mdnpower Needs,

d. ihe NatIond1 Pldnninq

e. Vocd1. 1ond1 dnd Iechnka1 IducdtIon,

I. Compreliew,ive Area Mimpowpr Pldnninn,

n. Meetlnn lomorrow''. Manpower

13



GoAL 4.3: E/1LA1% hiE PURP01,1-> OF AND TECHNIQUES FOR CONDUCTING

l!fNPuj k NEEV ANALYSES.

Object,ive 4.31 Describe how employer surveys are conducted

and used in vocational education.

Objective 4.3? Describe how econometric studies are con-

ducted and used in vocational education.

Objective 4.33 Describe how job vacancy surveys are con-

ducted and used in rocational education.

Obje(tive 1.34 Dey_ribe how trend ',urveys are conducted

dnd cr.ed in voc.Itiohal education.

Wikl 1.4: 1 /10 AIN 1111. 1)1116)0PA AN1) 1111. II C11111Q111 `, 1 OR OHAININ(4

MA111rA i `,11PP1 Y IA.

io, 4.41 Ui hJ, I. leir, I, Iii r (' Vdd y, 1.0 obi d in

mdnpower ',upply data.

Objec tive 4.4? Dw,cribe how to (mnduLt ',urvey to deter-

mine nidrilmwer vo(,0 1ondl intorw.ts.

1 4



Recommended AA13fierials

Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.
Department of Labor.

Manpower Report of the President. U.S. Department of Labor, published
yearly.

At least five of the following references:

d Occup_ational Outlook Handbook. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.

Department of Labor, published every two years.

b. "[he Occupational Outlook Quarterly." Bureau of Labor Statistics,

U.S. Department of Labor, published quarterly.

C . lomorrow's. Manpower. Needs. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.

Department of Labor, 1974.

d. Reports or studies from The National Planning Association, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

f., Vocational dnd Technical Education. U,S. Office of Education,

published yearly.

f. Reports or studies from Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning (CAMPS),

!,tate Department of Ldbor or State Employment.

Meeting lomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

Department of Labor, 1914.

Suggested References

1. km.kstrom, Lharles II. , dnd Hursch, Gerald D. ¶,uryey,Re.s.e.i.irc1i.

Ivanslon, IIIineis: Northwestern University Press, 1963.

%. korgen, oseph A. , And Day is, Dwight. I . Pldnninv,Implenientirw. and

Ivaluating Ldreer Preparation Programs. Bloomington, Illinois:

M(Vnight Publishing Company, 19/4.

'a. Henderson, Holm I
Program Planning wi th. 'wryer,. in.Occ:upat.iona I

I du( al ion. Washington, ILL.: A/\,IC, 19/0.

4, ridder, David I .
Peview dnd 'Inthesis of Research on Manpower lore-

(dsting for Vo(dt Iducation. Information 'aeries

Ho. tolumbus; Ihe Lenter I U VmAtiond1 dnd Inc.nnirdl

1(111( .01(m, Ihe nhi, umv,p.,01,
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Manpower Research Review Panel. "Developing, Revising, and Updating

Curriculum To Meet On-the-Job Needs." American Vocational

Journal, 47 (November 1972):pp. 89-99.

6. Meaders, Donald O. Opinion of Parents About Vocational Education.
Study of Vocational Education in Michigan. East Lansing:

Michigan State University, 1970.

7. Pautler, Albert. "Conceptual Framework for Occupational Curriculum

Development." In Contemporary Concepts in Vocational Education,

edited by Gordon F. Law. Washington, D.C.: Amer,cin Vocational

Association, Inc., 1971.

8. Rummel, J. Franci,. An Introduction to Research Procedures in Edu-

cation. New York: Harper and Row, 1964.

9. Springfield Area VccaLional Center, Springfiell, Illinois. Survey

instruments.

10. Vocational Techna1 Terminology.. Washington D.C.: American Voca-
_

tional Assnciari)n, 1974.

11. Wenrich, Ralph C.,and Wenrich, J. William. Eeadershtp in
Administration_of Vocat-ional .an.d.Techni.calEducation_.

Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company,
1974.

12. Young, Robert C.; Clive, William V.; and Miles, Benton E.
Vocationalj.ducatjon PlanninT Manpower, Priorities,_and

Dollars.. Columbus, Ohio: The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 1972.
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PART II

CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Goal 4.1

Content Outline................
7. 1777 /1/1/ 773 77/737/
Goal 4.1: Define and Differentiate Among
the Types of Manpower and Economic
Analyses Used in Vocational Education.

A
A. Introduction

1. The development of vocational curricula is

unique in the field of education. Vocational

education is based on an integrated and con-

tinuing process of analyzing the industries

and individuals it serves. Program planning

must begin with the analysis of three areas of

concern: first, an analysis of the manpower

needs and opportunities of the businesses and

industries that make up society; second, an

analysis of the population or student needs

and interests; and finally, an analysis of the

constraints and the resources with which the

school system and the economy must operate.

2. Manpower Needs Analysis (Job Market Analysis).

Manpower needs analysis attempts to relate

program development to future economic demands

for the production of goods and services. Its

main emphasis is the employment needs of in-

dustry and business. Manpower needs analysis

is the same as job market analysis. It asks

Activities-ResourcesIIM



Content Outline (continued)

the question, "What occupations, or cluster

of occupations, will in the future need

skilled employees to meet society's demand for

goods and services?" (10)

3. Population Needs Analysis. Population needs

analysis attempts to forecast and assess con-

sumer preference and demand for education.

Its emphasis is on the characteristics, inter-

ests, and training needs of the manpower sup-

ply. The manpower supply is simply all of

those men and women who are employable. Popu-

lation needs surveys ask the question, "What

do students, parents, and the taxpayer in the

community want to study, which occupations do

they aspire to, and how should instruction be

made available?"

4 Constraints and Resources. Constraints and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

resources are considered to ensure maximum

achievement of a given goal and minimum use

of resources to achieve that goal.

J. Curriculum planning involves the study of em-r

ployment demands, resources, and the cultural-

intellectual level of the probable student pop-

ulation. Of this broad array of forces, how-

ever, the student must be the focal point.

The purpose of vocational education, the pre-

paration of students for the world of work,

must ultimately include consideration of the

self-fulfillment needs of students.

Vocational education programs must incorporate

manpower needs analysis, but not limit that

-10-

(10) Vocational
Technical
Terminology.



Content Outline (continued)

analysis to a local geographic area. As long

as there are existing jobs within the practi-

cal mobility potential of the student, prepa-

ration for those jobs should be considered by

curriculum planners (11).*

B. Manpower Needs Analysis (Job Market Analysis)

Vocational education is education for employment,

and since the Vocational Education Act of 1963

and the 1968 Amendments state that training shall

be provided "which is realistic in the light of

actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful

employment," those responsible for curriculum

planning must necessarily analyze manpower supply

and demand. However, manpower needs analysis

is not used as frequently as it should be by

vocational educators. Why?

C. Inaccuracy of Forecasting

1. Manpower forecasts are frequently inaccurate

for several reasons, including the following:

a. Statistical and sampling procedures are

inappropriate. Also, the study may use

materials that are no longer current or

correct.

b. The economic and political climate within

which forecasts are made is unstable.

(For example, political instability re-

sulted many people being laid off at

the Boeing plant in Seattle. When nation-

al policy placed less emphasis on space

programs, the need for rockets and space

01) Leadership in
Administration of
Vocational and
Technical Edu-
cation.

* See Discussion
Questions A and B
in Part III.



Content Outline (continued)

equipment lessened, and fewer employees

were needed by the plants.) Also, shifts

in military (space program), social (child-

hood education), and state priorities

change manpower needs greatly.

So, manpower forecasting is not a science.

The studies and, consequently, the result-

ing data are not always accurate and there-

fore are not totally dependable. Short-

range forecasts, however, are more accurate

than long-range forecasts.

The future is currently forecast as a pro-

jection of past performances. However,

with automation and technology accelerat-

ing at a very rapid pace, past performance

cannot be the sole criterion of a fore-

casting model (2).

21
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(2) Planning, Imple-
menting, and Eval-
uating Career
Preparation
Programs.



D. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outZine and any additional

references as suggested, complete the following activities.

A Definition of Terms

The terms used in manpower analysis and population needs analysis are

often defined incorrectly or are used interchangeably. In order to

avoid confusion, definitions are provided here that will be used through-

out the module.

Task Analysis. Task analysis is the process of determining the major

tasks of a job and synthesizing the knowledge and skills required to

Perform these tasks.

Tasks are the manipulative and cognitive performances that are necessary

to do a job. A task generally requires some combination of skills

and knowledge, that is, it requires both physical and mental action on the

part of the worker. Each task has a definite starting and stopping

point. A job may consist of only one task or it may be made up of

a series of interdependent tasks. In the latter case, the tasks normal-

ly must be completed in proper sequence if the job is to be done satis-

factorily. Tasks, then, are the step-by-step process of completing a

job. Each of these tasks is the smallest unit of job activity having a

specific purpose.

Here are some examples of tasks along with physical skills and know-

ledge required of them.

Task

1. Selects materials

2. Records data

Necessary Skills and Knowledge

a. knows source of materials and location

b. selects proper material

c. measures proner quantity

a. records information accurately

b. includes all details

c. makes legible notes

2 2
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Research and experience are in agreement that while cognitive and

manipulative skills are essential to any task or job, a basic part of

all tasks and jobs is the affective factors--values and attitudes.

While skills and knowledge are relatively easily identified, the

values and attitudes'that make up the affective domain are not.

However, since success or failure on the job is most often dependent

on the values, judgments, and attitudes that the employee holds

regarding his job, values and attitudes must be identified along

with skills and knowledge so that instruction and the learning process

can consider all three realms of learning.

Occupational Analysis. Occupational analysis is the process of deter-

mining the jobs performed by individuals employed in the key occupa-

tions of a cluster, and of synthesizing them into a composite of oper-

ations that are common to, and representative of, the key occupations

iden'fied in the cluster. Occupational analysis results in a detailed,

ystematic listing of the performance elements of an occupation and the

,hnical and general knowledge needed to perform adequately.

Job Analysis. Job analysis is a listing (in nerformance sequence) of

the steps or processes of a job or task together with the safety

measures, technical information, and procedures concerned with its

accomplishment. It usually includes the tools, machines, and materials

used in completing the job or task. A job analysis is specific. It

refers to one particular job or to related tasks that are usually assigned

to one individual. This is in contrast to occupational analysis,

which is general and refers to related Thbs within an occupational

cluster (10).

Instructional Analysis. An instructional analysis is the process of

analyzing and separating knowledge and physical skills into logical

systems of related instruction, and stating them in expected behaviors

that can be measured by the classroom teacher, student, school counselor,

and employer. The aim of instructional analysis is to sort through'the

many tasks that make up a job and decide which ones are suitable for

23
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classroom instruction, for on-the-job instruction, and so on. The re-

sult of instructional analysis is instructional objectives that are

sequenced in a logical order (10).

Population Needs Analysis. Population needs analysis is a system for

obtaining and maintaining population data that will provide the informa-

tion necessary for planning vocational education programs. The informa-

tion includes data relating to the needs of the local population. Such

data may include population vocational interests, needs, skills, and

learning or DIpr,ical disabilities (10).

Job Market Andly.,is. Job market analysis is one that provides compre-

hensive, systematic,,and continuous information on available and

emerging job opportunities. It may provide local, regional, or national

data. Job market analysis is also referred to as manpower needs ana-

lysis and manpower needs surveys. A variety of techniques can be used

to gather job market data, such as sophisticated econometric studies,

simple job vacancy and employer surveys, or general extrapolation of

trends surveys. All these techniques have the same goal: to determine

job market needs and opportunities for employment, both in the present

and in the future, thereby enabling vocational planners to provide

appropriate vocational training programs (10).

la. Define the following terms:

a. task analysis

b. occupational analysis

c. job analysis

d. instructional analysis

e. population needs analysis

f. job market analysis

b. Explain the differences between the following types of analyses:

a. occupational analysis and job analysis

b. task analysis and instructional analysis

c. job market analysis and population needs analysis



2. Read the article by the Manpower Research Review Panel, "Developing,

Revising, and Updating Curriculum To Meet On-the-Job Needs," provided

on the following pages. This article will give you an overview of the

process of developing curricula and will point out where the process of

determining manpower needs and population needs belongs. When you have

completed the reading, answer the questions below.

a. Decisions on what programs to offe. should be based on three sources

of information. List these ree sources of information.

b. In order to assess the importance of tasks required for a job, a

survey should be conducted to collect information regarding the

job. What are the four questions that should be asked?

(See Appenriix A f)r possible answers.)
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and Updating

De( ide ( urn( ulum orgam/onon and stile( t program
(an rings, based an an assessment or

mployment opportumnes
Student body desires (Ind needs
Resources and «ingrown.,

.1ssess eniploer and lob requirerneats

(mutilate pertorniam e °hie( nves tor programs, and sehu
dewlop measures of attainment of utile( tnes

4 Assess tira( lenge s ot target population.,

-) Design programs

( (muses and other mstrut nonal units vdthin program,
Instrut tiomil strategies and methods, tontent,
sequem mg, and materials, equipment and media

(1 Implement and «indiR t programs

A SSI'ss entri, skills and knowledges
1ssess attoinnitint ot oble( Ines

7 ( multi( t tollow-up CII graduates

lob pia( villein
lob perk anion( I(
I ,111(1 lob requirement..
Ntobilitv

2 6
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Developing, Revising
and Updating
Curriculum To Meet
On-the-Job Nee_ fz'

Deciding w:lat jobs or trides o teat h is
a prime challenge to vocational
educators. Often these decisions turn
on the availability of iDqufprnent and
the qualifications of the teaching staff.
They are also shaped by other resources
and mnstraintsthe sile of the student
body, the tax base, the cost and
duration of training for entry-level
proficiency in a particular trade, state
regulations, and so forth. Withia these
limitations, wise decisions on course
offerings depend fandamentally on
knowledge ot employment opportuni-
ties and students' interests and needs.

To gather aad weigh the evidence on
these finularnentals is the first of seven
steps in the inethod outlined in the
Battelle study for developing, revising,
and keeping vocational education
programs up to date. None of them is
newind all schools perform some of
themalbeit in various ways and with
varying degrees of effectiveness. Thus,
in carrying out the second step
assessing empioer and job
requirementstor ten occupations in
three school districts in Michigan,
Battelle found

One school district still offering
two year., of traditional bookkeepini,
instrut non, training students for jobs
which did not exist in lu;ge companies
and were not open to inexperienced
workers in small firms,

Another ;Iistrict turtling out gradu-
ates of its automobile engine mechanic
urriculum who often lacked pro-

ficiem y in the skills demanded in
entry-level jobs, in part because they
«Add not read instructions or do simple
anthnu.tic

Iwo distrir ts whose stenographic
aruf typing graduates often failed to
meet employers' standards for accuracy
and speed, that is, about SO wohis per
minute in typing and 90 in shorthand.

(hese and other deficiencies were
attributed partly to the schools' lack of
knowledge of employers' requirements
for entry-level workers or how their
graduates tared on the job. But the
study also found a general failure to
state the objectives of instruCtinn in
terms of desired behavior and perform-
am e and to base prorhotions on the
students meeting sper died standards

lii owt«une dist repam les between
the skills that employers demand and
tlufse which students acquire, the study



made both general and spec itic
recommendations tor eac h n t upation
lice latter pertain to the sc hoot chstro ts

q'e the sttOk O101(11 ttid told
hence mai, not he relevant tor other
sc hool distm ts I he general re«nn-
mendations, sholdd ha
broad applic ation to establishing or
restruc hiring 01 ationai tido( anon pro-
grams I hey are reprodut ed at the end
Di this ,utic le

Rut the inamr oblecti%e ot the stiRk
0.as to dei. elop i method o.lin 11 s( hool
systems ((Add use to reduc e disc repan-
c les homeen emploer-desired kilI
and c urrR ulum-produc ed kiII As

alreadi, Indic ated, the method hos
se\ en steps

1 Dec ide on ( urr idum organuation
and selec t program offerings
2 Assess emplover and !oh require-
ment,
3 Define the ()him nye, ot the program
anct de% ise measures ot su« ess iii
meeting those One( tiv es
4 Asses, the c haracteristics and cap-
abilities ot students
5 Design the c urric uluni

Put the program into operation
7 ( on duc t folknv-up studio,

The approac h u in eh.. t,
«mtmuous process tor upd.it. g and
re% using the ( urra 0100) to assure. that
progiam otterings tit students interests,
needs, and emplov ment opportunities,
that program ()him nves ore mat( hed to
students' c hard( teristu s and hanging
lob requirements and formulated to
meet these requirements, and that
programs are designed to meet program
()he( tn.es

Steps 4. 5. and h are u tis ities
normalk performed h all s( hoot
distric t, as a part (it their educational
program and Ore tom hed upon lightl
in the tollossing disc ussion (it the malor
features ot the ft.( ormilended
approac 11

Deciding on Program
Dec isions on that to otter should be

hased on information almut ( urrent and
emerging emploment opportunities
tor ational graduates s(ud,iiiits
interests and needs and lo( .11 resocm
and ( onstraints

I hat resourc es and ( onstramts Ore
(Men a nialor problem tor the IcH ri

11001 dist ru t r101.Shpre mon ei.ident
than in this planning phasti %Ian\

Arnerti tin \.1,1. animal lournal

distric ts ha% e great dint( tilt iii t inding
the hint. and iliI)llt' ti i 011(101 1 tile
net essat "Riches tp phttlIll the
111101111.ititill and KR 1, the staff t .1141

ti . interpret the It'stilts

prohltim in assessing cm-
plo !mint opportunities is a philosophi-
cal one, c entering lin the issue ot
shether using emplo ment opportuni-
ties as a basis tor 1 tairic ulum meets the
needs ot students I rue, hosing
c kyr R talum emplovnient opp(irtuni-
ties c aters to the timid( 5 er s desire tor
sorkers sith the ,, skills he
needs 'NI the same cline, hoOttil. tit', It
Meets the student's needs, tur he (foes
not \ ant training in a trade ss here he
annot get 0 l(it) o.hen he graduates

Another basic issue 111111 erns tilt.
geograph ot employ !mint opportuni-
ties tor 55 hi( Fl students should he
prepared It mon\ gradu.mis lea\ e the
area, t hti need training tor !oh, to be
tound be5 ond the communitv It the
tend to remain Ill then 11Prilt. 101 alt,.

then lob opportunities in the area
should guRlti thoir education Hen«.
studies (it students mohilit must shape
ilt ansv,er on the geographi( ( oi wage

ot the intornration on job Opportunities
lint pros !ding skill training pec uhar to
loc al needs I an itself inhibit mohrlit

Mobilit is also an I) de( tding
11055 muc h shout, by rut on
urnint !oh opportl, wies

I Ott\ 11114 , ' the ();;,, des-
e Of tau IlitiVs idipiret. the

( rio Oil element in t, T. ision is that
the ile% graduate must tact. toda s
( onditions, !lot those hi( h iiia emst

lo ears liut he ( an be 1415 en some
prole( film against or ( upational

11,111Lies [loth dec lining opportunities
and 14rci55 ing opportunities 1 an be
Idt.ntitit'd and training i an he gis en tor
c lusters ot similar o« upations Keason-
ald a« orate prole( tmns ot employ
!mint ,,ppprilinitit's I in he ofitairied
trom the Om upattonal Out/ook Hand-
hook trom intormatimi pros tried h the
lo( 01 I iiiplo merit Seri. R e and
brow 0 moil surs e ot l(R iI businesses
ond h ,t Otild ht.
planned .111(1 «indut ted iithk( t t'I b
S( hoot guidon( I' and ( ounseling per-
sonnel, st) long a- emphasite
sp« di( lii 1 ppatini than sur fl
hroad I ut('t4orit' s oc u upa-
tic tn.,
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\Vithin Olt. ot piohotde !oh
opportunities, meeting students Intel
ests and needs till, till .1 range
11)11 5titit't Ut tittering, l'IrOgt,011s art'
needed tor the &sari\ antaged, the
Lindero( hies ers, 4111(1 Iler 141111111'.

hai, mg spec. 1,11 needs he range Ond
%Mich, Pt «ltirst. of formg, are of ten
se\ end die \ liast. iIld the
si/e (It the student hod I he stmole
ta( t that a small s( t t annot
pros ide 55 ide range ot otter Ings Pr Orly
kInd Pi in-depth training is often
torgotten in the debates os healer
sill ational educ at ion should he gis en
in area \ III ational hook or in a

traditumal 114411 s( fiord SI.tting I he tirtia
11(mils has t. In 1011 prtm.oitid opportun-

ities to students %ho did not have
ompa. , opportunities hetore

Assessing Requirements
',top 2 calls tor an assessni,I I ot

emplo or and ;oh requirements hi. :he
i.,irious 10 c tapations sole( ted in the
planning step, h Usti Pi 1. armus sursey
and task analsis procedures, and by
list' Pt tills Isor and I tali «it/mumps

As a supplement to the use of
0ds rsorV tur !tide( tint.:
emplmers' skill needs, relatiselv simple
sun, e s ( an pro% ide niore spet Ito and
omprehensive intormation I he sur-

i. s c an also supplement the periodic
training needed b -.tan instruc tors to
koep them up to date in their lob
spec ialt

\\ ell detined and spec du task and
skill information is netided tor ettic writ
progranl des elopment he immolation
should des( nhe required tasks and skills
tor a trade in the se% eral o.ork st.ttint4s
is here the trade h prat tit t41, that
ditterem es and «Rlimonalities ( On he
assessed

!he surs ti method used in the
Rottolle study is suitable tor use hv
sr hoot distrac ts It requires the dunning
and iisting ttiis I1l inch% idual
pertorms the !oh and grouping these
1,1,k, into task (lasses for edi h task,
the tollmsing information is needed
1 finportam e ot the tosk tor !oh

N1,11 es,- and promotion
2 I roqueril I It ptirtornialic tht
tdsk
it Proportion ot eniplo ors desiring
that the task be taught Ill the sc hoot
4 I cis tI ot protic len( nimaired on the
task



To obtain this information
st h(iot distrit t should
I I )es, elop omprehensive

\ list ot lot) tasks tor eat It job
\ tic animal teat hers i an develop this
list nom their u0.0.11 expertise arid t.sritten
olifli

2 I or eat II lob and trade, selet t
reiiresentativ group ot emplm, ers cit

1. Of 1(1us sl/es 111d dif ferent industries
here %%Olken)) Ore v1110110)(1 iii the ii)t)

ilf tiolde siS to) eloTht
i)ltI)t ili \ itlil representative inform-
ation

Surve\ the estahlishments selet ted
Ideal! \ 1 v tit ational teat her trom the

upation 'souk! present the prelimin
or\ task list to appropriate personnel in
the estahlishments such as \\ orkers
pertorming the lob, first line supers, is-
Ors ,Iild others sill h c tile ilersOl111el
t(itt \All() are able tic pros, ide the
inn collation required I hese people

iltll(I add to or delete from the
preliminao, list oct t,Isks Is net essarv
I he\ w mild also be asked tor
intormation on how important the
abihtv to perform the task is in
(lei 'slims on hiring and promotion hos
mans, entr \ level workers pertorm
the task. ho%s otten the lie;ilning
twodser needs to perform the task, and
how %cell I t he able to do it
I hose inttr cd t.sould also be a
sour«. ot information on equipment,
tools. materials, ,ind instruments re-
quired in the pernirmant e 01 the tasks

I he resultmg mtorritation tor one ot
the o« (mations in the Battelle stuck is
presented and anak ied at the end ot
this aro( le, to illustrate the tec hnique
The Departnu.nt ot 1 abor plans to isslie
omparahle intormation tor all Ill ot

"-e o« apations in booklet form
ith the revised task listing tor a job,

urn( olu) spec ialists at the st hood can
break tasks down mto more detailed
task steps and units and determine what
skills and knowledge are required tor
pertorming eat h step This mtormation
then prc c Ides, the basis tor tommlating
«icirses and other instrut tional units
that will attain program ohjet tiv es

;Alining Objectives
I lie overall ohjec tke ot a iyor.

(termed In, the
kno\t.ledge, attitudes) the student
have when he oniWetes or leases the
program kit h unit in the corm ultim
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His a spot int objec nve whit h, taken
!

«impose the overall goal ot
;tie program

( talent tec hnoloo calls tor stating
tittle( fives 01 terills of student pertorm-
ant e In paint ular pertormam e
beha\ ioral ()filet tis, es should

Desc obi the intended results ot
instrut non. not its ontent ethods,
(I( tett( hcr ictillS liii di( sttn ciii le,1011flo4

t'spvtien, t" M the
2 'Iwo it\ what the learner is to be atilt .
to do ujmn i ompletion ot instrut non
i Spot 0\ the o onditions under s hio h

the learner is to displa\ the desired
hel1,11,01r. tor example, with or without
the assistant ot job aids
4 1pe0 th,. %%hat tokef ot performance is

onsidered at eptahle, tor example,
the s,andards ot a« mac \ and the
length, speed, rate, en 01 the response
5 \press desired behav ior in spec Inc
terms whit h c an he measured

Stating ohjet fives in pertormance
terms provides a c tear and unambigu-
ous starting point tor design ot the
learning environment \,\.'hen «)mmit-
ted writing, the statement will
I I urther lantv thy skdls and level of
pertormam e that are desired to he
taught,
2 Increase the hkehhood that pros, is-
(c!). will he made tor teat hmg all skills

and behav logs that teachers have in
mmd,
i Demonstrate to others that program
personnel have a clear idea of what is
being taught,
4 I dc ditate «mmmnic anng to stu-
dents and parents the ohne( nv es which
edut ators have Ifl nund.

Insure systematic c overage In meas-
fifes rot the attainment ot objectives,
and also provide a sav to demonstrate
that the measure is man hed to the
()hie( tive

I he !who% «gal objectives approach
requires time and special ettort
However, Once behavioral objectives
Ore 1.1,r0ten, it is Into h easier to update
them

Iwo strategies can be applied to
stating objectives In some cases, the
.,lijec fives sill literally provide for the

hmg of required joh tasks In others
Ojec lives will he stated in terms ot

-.kills, knowledge, and other capabili-
ties required tor successtul task
pertormam I S hool training. in this
latter c stops short ot literally
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teat hmg lu tual ioh tasks, hut instead
provides for certain required c apabih-
ties with the assumption that job
expenem e will lead to SU( Lessild task
performanc e Whit h 01 these strategies
Icc emplo\ or whit h «nnhination 01 the
two tor a given depends on the job
itself along w ith resourc es, «mstraints,
and other tac tors

Task Selection
Information ohtamed during task

analysis (such as importance, fre-
quent v, and prevalent e (If the task) can
provide guidelines in selecting tasks
and assot iated skills and knowledge to
leac h Also, estimates of learning
ulmltiu ulty far the various tasks can
provide another criterion tor task

selec non Constraints on time and
tunds may not permit the teaching of
all job tasks at the required level of
prom len( vind tasks unique to a

{hum ular establishment may be better
learned on the lob Student character-
istn s make it unrealistic to teach
certain aspects ot a lob or toward

ertam levels of prof n rem y. The
unavadahdit \ of expensive equipment
is another «msideration

But the ease and validity with which
program objeu tives can be formulated
depends directly on how well lob
requirements have been assessed. If a

ell-dei:ned description of required job
tasks and associated skills, knowledges,
and prof ic iency levels is not available,
then formulation of program objectives
presents problems.

Measuring Success
In an objectives- or outcome-

( entered approach to instruction,
-evaluation" is ac«)mplished by mea-
suring the extent to which oblectives
are ac hieved. That is, the -worth" or
"value" of a program is not judged by
whether it meets standards based on
operations Or resources, such as
supplies and materials and teacher
behavior. Nor is the effectiveness of
instructional materials judged by expert
opinion Rat her1 program is judged in
terms of student learning: If students

Ineve specified goals, the program is
ette( te.0, otherwise, it is not. Evalu-
ation, then, examines the "product,"
not the "process" or resources used



1 hl, I, 11(111(1 soy that the edia oticinol
proc es. is Ile% t'r ekammed in on
out( oine I .r,teled optima( h I he min-
i Itilitldl WI /I CNN IS 1 Arltlf11.4.1lIk 11k-

.1111111111 I tLori ii ocif aqd &tine
ostly woys cit at hie% ing giy en ends It

°hie( tikes ore not !ming met, a maim
port ot the approot ii is to esamine the
pro( esses methods ond \ tfla (1011.11
111,111.1i,IIN NI) that lie( essao, I hanges can
he wt.'s( rifled Based on this assess-
ment programs ore redesigned as

tie( l'sar\ until ()tile( tixes are
.11 Ilk \.i'd

hIN hilhik iNii1t1 tor feedhoc k and
plogram redesign puts the burden ot
responsibility tor student learning on
the sY stem It instru, non tads, it is not
lit ,tudent toult lilt rother the fault

ot the sy stem l'hrosed ditferently , the
educ otor lob 1101 ( omplete when
mformation tiresented,' hut when

the student learns Ot course, student
performanc 1. assessment IN ,1 I ommoo
fun( tion hF si uhF I ho4\ ex er, \\ hether
sui Ii 'e,ting i x stematn ally used as a
Me,111. ii II Icy 111,1R11. 11(M IN

(11,111\1111I111/111

Iii ti behoy ,oral ()hie( byes approac h,
o test bei mines o (bl'kiu e tor
meosuring the 1.5 tent to %%hit Ii students
hay e di (wired the spec Ft ied behoy iors
rother than meosuring sLic h mlponder-
ohles ond intangibles as understand-
ing knimledge et( .1Ithough this
applom h simplities the measurement
lit hunion pertormance, 0111 Illed,111"(1-

flit 'fit 111.11, ht. N11h11.1 I tii rother \.011.'

«mstroints it it requires the use ot
expensixe equipment that ma\ not be

oyollohle tor ill students to 11W
111 .1 1t.st1111i 01.1.1t1111 1ther tec hnical
problems ossoi kited ss ith test «install
lion le g test ale also
present, hut (h.) 11Cit ;10'4' 1.11011%. Ill

mann. prohlems
Mea,ures should he ted

11t1\,lHp1.11 tor eoch behoy lord! ohm
nye ...toted ht problem is to II td out,
tor eoc h Mile( nye. how. %sell addent.
perform, thus proxiding a diagnosis ot
%%hat ports of the system need
iniproyenient

lossic ,il test «llistruc tion proc e-

(lures jIll I dled 11(11111 1. t1t1111.114 IF

11111.1,11f1.111011t 1 ,Ife [41.11'd 011 the premise
thot the purpose IN 10 «inipow ,tudent.

ith eot II other \\lien the purpose ot
the test is to whether o 441 \.1111

I. stonclord 711,t 011101

Americ in Vim otionol lournol

t alled riterion-referem measure-
ment), a considerahle amount test
de\ elopment is entailed

Follow-up Studies
1 he tmal measure ut pertorma is a

tollow up study to determine v% .ether
the Lvocluote o quired ono levels
of prom len( y appropriate to the lob tor
45 h he Sx as trained The intent is to
test the validity of the oblectives by
«impaling the pertormance ot gm-
duates %% ho hay e 1i hieved the objec-
ny es set torth in the (urn( ulum with
the skills ond protic len( y needed to get
,ind hold a Ioh in an area cat

employment tor which they were
trollied if a disc repanc \ 5 tound, there
is a need to reduce the discrepam y and
set new ()him nye, in the (urn( ulum

In identifying and isolating a

disc repanc y, there are two primary
sour( es of informat«fla the employer
and the graduate I he graduate can
okamine the ektent to which his
So( ononal instruction gaye him the
skills required to pertorm adequotely on

he employer ( an moke
similar assessment The procedures
require the use of the tosk analrm. data

I he procedures selec ted for a

tollow -up study should be designed to
determine hos% well the curriculum
speciolists are making the decisions
%shit h determine the scope ot ond
levels ot prof ic len( y ocquired by
students hetore entering the lob
FFFFF ket Flit proc edures should allow
tor the «illec t IF Ill ot intormation whic h
sery es Lis a tinal he( k for the
urric ulum spec iolists and permits them

to fluidity ond improye upon their
selec non of ()him oyes

)ita trom the re«qit groduates
should foc us on the task list deyeloped

the onginol analy sis, to answer the
tollow FF144 questions

V% hat proportion ot the tasks c oy (tied
in the c lass ore required On the lob/

\.Vhot is the importam e tor lob
pert ormonc 1 ut tosks OF1 ss hi( h
instruction was rec elyed/

flow odequote was the instruc non tor
ditterent tasks?

It the instruc non wos unsotistot tory,
%%hot is ncLeded to improve it?

re any tosks tor 45 Inch no
instruction w gly en concol in the
pert ormom e %our lob'

most information c on he
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processed and the (its( wpancies identi-
fied through the services of computer
operotions if desired. The analysis of
the graduates' diognostic statements
about particular tosks ond statements
concerning additional tosks connot be
performed in this manner However,
intormation pro«ssed by computer c an
isolate tasks tor whic 11 the diagnostic
information should be reviewed. There-
fore, it would not be necessary to
review oll of the graduates' diagnostic
inputs A review should be made,
hos\ ever, of the graduates' comments
concerning the inclusion of tasks not
prey lously included in the initial task
analYSIS

The employer's role in the follow-up
pro«ss should also concentrate on
providing information concerning what
tasks are important tor pertormmg
suc«ssfully on the lob, how well the
graduate pertorms those tasks, and
sy hot tasks, it any, are criticol but not

luded 101 importont tasks whic h the
graduates are not performing ade-
qoatelV, diagnosti«letail should be
provided

In summary, the intormation re-
( eiyed from a follow-up study of
voc ational graduates working at a trade
for whic h they have received training
benefits curriculum programs in the
following way s

It provides tor a systematic reduction
in the discrepant y between the skills
and levels of performance the graduate
a«inires and those he needs to perform
suc cessfully on the lob

It c ompletes the cycle of task
oaolysis Inc lulling the graduate as a
sour( e ot input data

The use ot follow-up intormation
c loses the loop in the proc ess Of

program development and simul-
taneously provides for appropriate
oicidituc ations to upgrade programs
where required

Tet Lis now look at a specific example
troM the Bottelle study to see what kind
cif informorion comes out when this
system 1, :led

The m H is taken from an actual
study I ()lido( ted in a Mu higan
«immunity 45 hic h, tor our purnoses,
hos been renamed "Battelle

41



Sample Analysis: Food Service
In the food service industry, the

fourth largest industry in the United
States, there are at least three general
levels of skill requirements. These are
dependent upon the type of establish-
nwnt in which the individual is
employed. for the small, independently
owned and managed, cooked-to-order
(short order) type restaurant, unskilled
or semi-skilled workeN are needed. For
the quality cooked-to-order restaurant,
skilled cooks and unskilled or semi-
skilled workers are needed. For the
growing chain and franchise restaurant
industry and for many institutions,
management level people and unskilled
or semi-skilled workers are needed.

Although there is a need for skiHed
workers in the commercial foods
industry, the grater need has always
been for unskilled or semi-skilled
workers.

In the area of actual food prepara-
hon, the only place where extensive
training is now a distinct advantage is in
the high quality cooked-to-order restau-
rant and hotel, in some institutions, and
in originating recipes for the prepared
foods industry. (The prepared foods
industry neeth; a small number of
trained cooks who are highly creative to
originate and test new products. After
the development phase, the product is
put on an assembly line basis, where
little cooking skdl is needed.)

In the high quality, cooked-to-order
restaurant, vocational training is gen-
erally helpful for entry as a baker,
butcher, pantry worker, or the more
skilled cooking jobs. However, most
entry jobs do not have specific
education requirements and most entry
personnel come in as kitchen helpers or
as less skilled cooks. They are expected
to start at lower skill jobs and work their
way up. Students can improve their
opportunities by taking culinary cours-
es and employers do prefer a high
school education.

Individual methods in cooking differ
to the extent that it often takes years of
experience in the industry to achieve
the necessary skill and reputation to
become a chef in a high quality
restaurant Once a reputation has been
gained, it is possible to make very good
wages

iw of the standardization,
contro!. and use of prepared foods in
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the chain and franchised restaurant
business, less skill is needed for the
terminal preparation of food accept-
able to the.public. The general cooking
skills needed are in heating prepared
products, often by means of a

microwave oven, or in very basic
cooking, such as frying ground beef
patties.

The greatest need in this segment of
the industry is for people with
specialization training who can qualify
as managers, assistant managers, buy-
ers and other supervisory positions.
They should be more management-
oriented in their training rather than
trained only as a cook, although some
culinary courses are critical. They
should have a knowledge of union
practices from a manager's point of
view, know health regulations in detail,
and be able to prepare reports required
by most chain and franchise businesses.

Staff
At the time this study was conducted,

there were seven instructors on the
Battelle High Commercial Foods De-
partment Staff. All were vocational
certified teachers with extensive trade
experience. The Cooking II and III
instructor was French-born, had two
years of college training, and over
40 years of trade experience. The
Cooking I instructor had 15 years of
trade experience and was a graduate of
the Battelle High Commercial Foods
Department
Facilities and Equipment

The Department had modern, well-
equipped laboratory facilities to ac-
commodate every aspect of commer-
cial foods preparation. Included in
these facilities were a cafeteria and
dining room, baking and hotel pastry-
making laboratory, commercial cook-
ing laboratory, and one of the finest
meat cutting facilities in the country.

The chef/cook facilities included all
the necessary utensils: meat grinder;
potato peeler, mixers, buffalo chopper;
four gas ranges and ovens; gas and
dectric deep-fat fryers; gas broiler;
pressure cooker; two steam stock pots;
refrigerators, freezers, and dishwashing
and pot washing set ups.

Supplies and instructional materials
were found in quite ample quantities
and were appropriate for the planned
training experienc es

30
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Admission of Students
Students were enrolled in commer-

cial foods if they met the following
requirements:

Completed the ninth grade.
Achieved satisfactory grades.
Maintained a good attendance and

citizenship record.
Showed a genuine interest in learning

the food business.
Completed a written application

form.
Obtained a food handler's permit.
Were recommended for the program

by a school counselor.

Curriculum
All tenth grade commercial foods

students received exploratory experi-
ences in six phases of food preparation
(i.e., food service, cooking, baking,
pantry, meat cutting, and pastry).
During the second and third years of
the program, the students specialized
according to their interests and
capabilities. Those specializing in
chef/cook .took Cooking I, II, and III.

Cooking I consisted of instruction
and practice in the operation of all
equipment; learning the proper termin-
ology and spelling of foods and
materials; and preparation of food for
the department cafeteria and catering
orders.

Once a student had completed
Cooking I, he then familiarized himself
with more complex work in cookery. In
Cooking II, the students were provided
learning experiences in menu construc-
tion, preparation of stocks, neutral
sauces and compound sauces, varia-
tions of soups, consommes, broths,
potages and cream soups.

They learned roasting of meats,
braising, stewing, pan-frying, deep
frying and broiling, and all phases of
fish and seafood cookery.

Cooking III included experiences in
garde-manger work: preparation of hot
and cold hors d'oeuvres, decoration of
foods, tallow work, ice carving, aspics,
all relative to food displays for buffets
and special occasions. Practical experi-
ence was gained through preparing
food for the teachers' dining room and
special luncheons and banquets.

Evaluation
The Battelle Chef /Cook Program was

most adeate as far as traditional food
preparation is concerned. The facilities



were modern and well-equipped. The
curriculum included appropriate oppor-
tunities for students to learn the theory
of food preparation and to practice
their acquired knowledge. The instruc-
tional slat f was highly qualified. In
general, the program graduated well-
qualified students for entry-level po-
sitions in traditional food preparation.

Executive Chef
The employer interview guide in-

cluded task statements for the position
of executive chef. In general, the
employers indicated that entry-level
personnel were not able or expected to
perform these tasks. Therefore, the
following tasks are not usually per-
formed by an entry-level chef/cook
employed in the Battelle area:

Prepares menu.
Plans menu selections utiluing meat

trimmings and other leftovers.
Plans cooking sc hedule to produce

required items when needed.
Reviews cost records to detect

unusual expenses and determines
methods of reducing costs, e.g.,
substituting ingredients or revising
cooking methods.

Estimates required food quantities by
reading prior consumption rec ords and
banquet sc hedules and using pro-
fessional judgment.

Compares supplies on hand with
estimated requirements to asc ertain
ordering requireenents

Orders supplies from vendors
Coordinates ac tivities of other «mks

and kitc hen workers
Hires new kitt hen personnel and

terminates their employment when
necessary

Meets with the c ustomers in a

«ipacity

Employer-Desired Skills
The tollowing tasks, by c lassific ation,

are those whir h the employers ( in-
sidered to be important at the entry
level. A bullet () preceding a task
indicates that a majority of the
PM plovers considered che task both
"required' and "of great importam e- at
the entrv level

All Cooks
Read menu to asc ertain what items to

ook
Obtain needed ingredients from

American Voc ational lournal

stockroom, cookers, and freerers.
Weigh and measure ingredients of

recipes to provide the proper number of
servings.

Decide from experience those pro-
ducts which require the longest baking
time and schedule the mixing of
ingredients accordingly.

Adjust thermostat «mtrols on ovens,
stoves, broilers, gr i deep-fat fryers,
and steam kett.,-. to bring to
predetermined cooking temperatares.

Add spic es or seasonings to food
«)rding to recipe, personal judgment,

and experience.
Baste meat with natural juice or with

a sauce to prevent drying out and to
season.

Test food being cooked by smelling,
tasting, and piercing with a fork to
determine state of cooking.

Observe consistency and color of
ooking food in order to remove from

cooking surto( es or pots at exac t state
of readiness.

Remove food from oven or range
when «mked and place in holding oven
or on steam table to maintain serving
temperature but to prevent food from
ookmg further.
Garnish serving dishes in attrac tive

manner and place them on serving
«iunter

Portion tood on dinner plates or in
f hating dishes for serving

Specialty Chefs
hedule baking time so that

products are as t resh as possible at
serving time and so that ovens are used
to maximum ettic len( v

lake over duties ol heal hef in his
absent e

Fill soup kettles w ith stoc k, add
meats, vegetables, and seasonings
required

Prepare stoc ks and soup
Portion soup
Prepare and r ook ingredients for

saw es
Add saut es and gravies to serving

dish as indic cited on menu ir a gding
ustomer request

Season and bread meats, seafood and
IcR% I tor baking. roasting, broiling.
frx mg

Wash and wrap potatoes in alum-
mum foil to prepare tor baking

Bake, roast, boil, trv, broil, or steam
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meats, seafood, fowl, vegetables, ano
fruits.

Plac e prepared patties of hamburger,
slices of ham, pork chops, c utlets,
and sausage onto an elec tric grill and
ook to desired stage.
Mash potatoes by hand or vvith a

power mixer.

Pastry Department
Mixes, chafes, and baL-s bread, rolls,

akes and other pastries acccgding to
rer ipe.

Prepares appropriate toppings or
icings as baked products are removed
from oven and set aside.

Pours and spreflus icing on cakes and
pastry being sure that there is
uniformity and d:ot Tpear,mr e of
finished product is attractive

Garde-Manger and Pantry Department
Prepare dressings.
Prepare body of salad.
Dress salads and appeti/ers
Prepare hors d'oeuvres, c anapes, and

other appeti/ers.
Prepare special items for butfet or

smorgasbord.
Carve cooked meats by hand or by

using an electric clic ing machine.
Make cold meat, c hicken, or tuna

fish salad sandwiches.
Prepare other ingredients and gar-

nishes for sandwiches,
Cut and plate pies and cakes
Dish desserts
Prepare c offer., tea, hot c hoc olate.
Pour juic es or beverages
Prepare c weal
Prepare wattles, hot cakes. muffins,

and toast

Butcher
Removes required crits ca meat or

seafood trom treeier or retrigerator
Cuts beet, lamb, pork or tish into

presc nbed portions for steaks, c hops,
and fillets, using knife or handsaw

Cuts, toms, bones, and slit es meat.,
seat ood, and t owl to prepare tor
pokmg
Rolls roasts ,md ties them with string
Grinds c uttings ot beef or pork in

plc( tric grinder to make ground beet or
sausage

Receiving Clerk and/or Storeroom
Counts or weighs food and beverage

to verify amount or weight shown on



Re lots is one sheet des( rihing an entry-level
Oil updhon iii loons ol lob tasks an
emplot,oe has,. to perlorni al that les el
As mans additional sheets as lie( Vss,11A 111'
Mided as the tasks bet nine mole spet folf/of I
or spot On

I Ins sheet shtms that all set en emploto.rs
inters lets ed believed prof ft fetu v in the first
task st is thostrablo on the lob I ht.
entolot.ors opinions %%ore split on the at tual

invoice of delivers.
Insixicts incoming food and beverage

tor quality and freshness and reports
ans item that is not of suitable quality

Rec els es and stores fresh linen,
cleaning supplies, etc

Plat es supplies In
storeroom retrigerator,
required

Rotates supplies so that older goods
are used tirst.

Issues supplies to «mks
request

a dry area,

Or tree/er as

upon

Kitchen Steward
Directs ac tivities ot utilit workers

Idishw ashers, garbage detail. etc I

Cleans arid scrubs work area and
retngerator as required

Inspei ts kitchen area to detect
es !den( ot unsate or un .andary
onditions

Employer-Desired vs.
Curriculum-Produced Skills

ording to the employers inter-
% lets relatis hits entry level

Not ember 11172

abilities ot grafloolos to perform the task,
\soh the matoritt, sd51114 "nOtle" performed
the task 1 Iwo's. as usc ui split on the
important e cit he task at entrt let el and as

le tor prom(ition I Ito trequent ss ith

hit h the task stas emplosed and the letel
ot limb( len( s ut .r,iilii,itt's in task
pertormant %sore roted 1 Inth,-
oi I iuV,

wrsonnel can satisfac torily perform the
tasks listed as being performed by "all
cooks." In general, it was found that the
more important the task is to the
quality of the final product, and the
greater the amount of personal
ludgment that must he used, the fewer
the number of entry personnel who
«icild perform the task

Tasks performed by an assistant or
specialty c hef (soup, sauce, roasting,
frying, vegetable) were generally lots in
terms ot the number cif entry personnel
able to perform them. Exception; were
tasks requiring less skill (e.g., portioning
soup, adding sauces and gravies to
serving dishes, trying slic es of meat or
patties of ground beef, etc j.

r asks performed by the pastry and
pantry departments were generally
higher in the number of entry-level
personnel able to perform them

I asks performed kr, a butcher in

some restaurants vt ere generally low in
the nc.:nber ot entry-level personnel
abli, to pi q loon them A numher of
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employers, however, pointed out that
entry personnel who have had butcher-
ing courses in high school can perform
these tasks quite well. Tasks performed
in connection with the reception of
supplies, the care of the stockroom, and
utility-type work were usually high in
the number of entry-level personnel
able to perform them.

In general, it was the opinion of most
employers that the average entry-level
cook is unskilled in his ability to
perform a great number of important
tasks. It should he noted that the great
majority of entry-level people are not
graduates of Battelle High School, nor
have they had formal training in
ooking methods.

The analysis of the curriculum-
produced skills of the Battelle High
c lief 'cook program revealed that there
iNere no discrepancies between
urnculum-produced and employer-

desired skills. The chef/wok curricu-
lum provided tor learning experiences
appropriate for eat h employer-desired



skill. Although the Battelle staff
members did not administer perform-
ance tests to the students to measure
their performance relative to employer-
desired skills, there was ample evidence
of instrue tors' utilizing appropriate
evaluation measures

Whereas the employers indicated
many skill discrepancies at the entry
level, the analysis of the Battelle High
c hef/cook program curriculum-
produced skills did not reveal skill
discrepancies

General Recommendations
To facilitate school districts' efforts

to adapt a sy,tem for making curricula
more responsive to employers' skill
requirements, the Battelle study made
numerous recommendations. Some are
implied in the preceding description of
the method for curriculum develop-
ment, but are included here to present a
comprehensive picture .of the various
steps to implementation. From this list,
school officials may select those which
are appropriate to their particular
circumstances

Training Advisory Committee
A training advisory committee should

include employers or practitioners in
the occupational area, union repre-
sentatives, equipment manufacturers
(where appropriate), teachers in the
area, and representatives from the
Employment Servic e

A training advisory committee should
participate in providing advisory as-
sistanc e for:

Currie ulum design including the
selection of course objectives; selec-
tion of instructional materials, and
selection ot physical facilities, equip-
ment and supplies.

Recruitment of teachers for the
training program

Selection at students
Plac ement of studcits in «mperative

training situations.
Evaluation of the program and of the

students from direct feedb,u k from
employer prac titioners, observing m
the se hauls, and talking with the
students

Curriculum Development & Updating
Determine state requirements where

appropriate

Amen( an Vocational Journal

Spec ity «mrse goalsthe major goal
should be to train the student to
perform in a« ordance with employers'
entry-level skill requirements.

Develop detailed instructional objec-
tives M behavioral terms for each of the
major employer-desired tasks.

While emphasizing the tasks which
are desired for entry by employers in
the accupationflso develop instruc-
tional objectives for training in other
tasks which will facilitate the later
movement of the more capable
students into higher-level jobs.

Design the instructional program so
that it provides all students not only
with a variety of general experiences in
the area, but also with an opportunity
for later spec ialization, dependent
upon the interests of the student and on
the needs of the locality in which the
se haul is situated or in which the
student hopes to find employment.

Establish broad limits within which
each student is permitted to progress at
his own pac('

Incorporate self instriu tional materi-
als and individualized instruction in the

urric alum to meet the needs of
students who desire instruchan in
spec ific areas

Emphasize interaction with related
«mrses (e g construe bon trades)
whenever teasihle, especially for areas
in w hic h the basic: skills are essentially
the sanw

Determine number of hours in the
classroom vs on-the-lob

Spec ity minimal c loe k hours at
-mstrue tion The instructor «mld he
used more effectively if his responsi-
bility is limited to spe ialized instruc-
tion related to the tee hou al aspects ut
the (Xi upation

Provide both terminal and non-
terminal programs

Develop a detailed «mrse guide for
the subjec t area 1his guide should he
developed around the mstrue banal
able( tives

Staff
I mplov a program dire( tor
mploy ci specia/ coordinator to

supervise ,tudents assigned for on-the-
job experwm e and ac t as cl haison
between the se hool and the employer.
lie should he allowed ,unple time to
learn the c urrent prm edures followed
and skills required in the a« upatian, so

33
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that he may update curricula and
instruc hon.

Recruit teachers trained in the use of
new equipment, new materials, or new
processes which are comirg into the
mcupation, or provide for the retrain-
ing of a number of prese'Jtly employed
teachers.

A teacher/coordinator should have
worked at least one year in the
occup,.tional area.

Facilities and Equipment
Obtain preliminary data concerning

the adequacy of ex:sting school
facilities and the availability of
financial resources to improve school
fae ilities.

Provide the training facilities, equip-
ment, and supplies necessary to teach
the subject area including new course
content, by obtaining (where possible)
up-to-date equipment of the type used
in the work situation and by utilizing
materials for instructional purposes
whic h are identical to the materials
used in the work situation.

Expose students to variations in
equipment, methods, and supplies.

Modernize available school facilities
where needed Plans for sei uring
stac kroom facilities should he inc luded
in the modernization of facilities.

Wherever possible, utilize the facili-
ties and instructors of training programs
being «mducted by employers in an
ii cupational area.

On-the-Job Training
Provide far adequate on-the-job

experience for the students through
sc hool lab periods and «mperative
training

the «)-up progranl should «msist of
work in various size operations (i e ,
large «impanws, small «mipanws)

Permit the student to he on the job
tar tull clays rather than for half clays .

file employer should be giveb, in
aekan«., a list of tasks wha h a student
should have an Opportunity to perform
while in his employment Same tasks
will require that the employer provide
training in the skills ne«ssary to
perform them, others will require that
the employer merely provide an
opportunity tor the student to employ
pre% musly learned skills

Provide very c areful supervision ior
on-the-iob experien«is to make wrtain



the student is getting the variety of
experiences he require, to meet the
program objectives.

Provide the teacher/coordinator with
at least 10 hours of coordination time
per week for every 20 co-op students.

Where possible, provide trained
student manpower in the occupational
area for the school and other schools in
the school district. Use the profits from
any vocational education program
(e.g., as in constructing a house as part
of the building trades program and
selling it), to provide scholarships and
to further the program.

Student Selection
Expose prospective students to the

opportunities in and benefits of the
occupation.

Determine student selection criteria.
Selection of students should be based
on specific criteria regarding intellec-
tual ability, maturity, and personal
qualities.

Utilize a screening mechanism early
in the high school years to identity
students who have an aptitude for and
an interest in the occ upational area.

Student Evaluation
The employer must be given definite

criteria by which to evaluate a co-op
student. The evaluation form should be
sent to the employer before the end of
the «)-op period. Evaluation should
never be done by telephone or by
unstructured rating sheets, because
these techniques generally result in
off-the-cuff impressions rather than a
true evaluation of a student's
performanc e

Base evaluation of the training
program on the stated program
obiectives

Ruticipate in the testing prograrns
onducted by civil service agencies.

The results of the examinations would
provide information concerning the
performance of students and would
enable comparison of their perfor-
manc e with that of students in other
cc hook

!valuate the students on important
art,, ts, and moti,atumal worker
I harm tenstic s, +Lich as the ability to
work on one's o n and the ability to
work w ith others

Consider implementing an inch-
r;:,.griostr in tor those

Novemb,

students who could benefit from such a
program.

Base evaluation and promotion of
students solely on performance, rather
than on the number of years of training
in the area.

I-ollow-up on graduates of the
program to determine the number cf
students that actually enter the work
area in which they were trained, to
determine their levels of t.titry and to
determine their rates of advancement
within their work areas.

The work experience of students
should provide an opportunity for the
teacher to assess the strengths and
weaknesses ot the program. In the role
of teacherR oordinato7, the teacher's
contacts with ernployers will give direct
feedback.

Placement of Graduates
Improve communication with local

employers by showing them how the
studenk are developing their skills in an

tual work situation.
Attempt to make arrangements with

the appropriate union whereby students
will be given apprenticeship credit for
successfully completing the school's
voc Ional program.

Provide job plac ement service to
graduating students

Specific Recommendations
for Seven Occupations

The following summarizes some of
the spec if ic re«)mmendations made for
seven of the occupations studied.
While they may have limited appl
bility in other sc hool districts and
training situations, those whir h touch
on critic al elements of the trairnnit tor
partic ular upations may he usetul.

Distributive Education
Pia( e maximum emphasis upon

providing students with extensive
experiem e in oral communication
since the ability to communicate with
the customer is the skill most frequently
and most highly desired by employers.
Suc h experiences should be provided
primarily by student participation in a
distributive educ ation co-op program
and sec ondarily by enactment in
lassroom situations
Ground rules for the co-op program

should be established and fully
understood in advance by co-op
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student, participating employer, and
teacher-coordinator.

Provide the teacher-coordinator with
at least 10 hours of coordination time
per week for every 20 co-op students.

Contact the local Retailers Associa-
tion and seek their assistance in
organizing regional advisory com-
mittees.

Typing and Stenography
Provide shorthand laboratories in the

business education program. The use of
dictation records and tapes usually
increases the rate at which a student
takes dictation.

Equip typing rooms with at least 50
percent electric typewriters.

Appoint a committee of business
education teachers to make a continual
evaluation of curriculum design; course
objectives; and physical facilities,
equipment, and supplies. Subsequently,
the committee would be responsible for
recommending needed changes in any
of these areas.

Licensed Practical Nurses
Organize the program:
Employ a nurse-director meeting the

requirements of the state board of
nursing and the state department of
education.

The employment of a nurse-
coordinator to supervise students
assigned for clinical practice and act as
a liaison person between the school and
the clinical agency should be
considered.

The National Testing Service has
developed a pre-admission test for
licensed practical nursing, and this test,
or others, might be considered as a
screening device.

Basic curriculum areas are prescribed
by state licensing requirements. In
addition, it is recommended that
precise instructional objectives be
specified for ei ch of the major
employer-desired asks.

Because of the lature of the learning
experience requincl for the occupation,
it is recommendeu that 40 percent of
the instruction be in the classroom
setting and 60 percent in clinical
experience for a minimum of 1,400
clock hours total

Provide clinical experience for stu-
dents in the following areas: the care of
medical-surgical patients, pediatric,



obstetric, and new-born; also, if
possible, geriatrics (medical), psychi-
atrics, dietary, operating and recovery
rooms, and emergency rooms

Dental Assistant
Specify minimal clock hours oi

instruction. A schedule of less than 10
hours a week for the program apjwars
to be insufficient for students to learn,
even minimally, all the major functions
of dental assisting. The instructor could
he used more effectively if her
responsibility is limited to spec ialized
instruction related to the technical
aspects of the occupation. Those
aspects of the Occupation which have
general application, such as ofhce
management and public relations skills,
could be integrated into related courses
which the student could take

Auto Engine Mechanic
Model cooperative programs after

one in which the participating firms
represent an excellent cross section of
low- to high-level maintenance opera-
tions, thus allowing the coordinator to
rotate the students for maximum
exposure.

Carpentry
Emphasize interaction with other

construction trades whenever possible,
especially for areas in whic h (he basic
skills are essentially the same

Utilize full-sized materials to build
full-sized struc tures in shop operations
whenever possible (rather than scaled-
(1own models of larger structures).

Design the ( arpentry program so that
it provides all students not only with a
ariety of general experieni e but also
with an opportunity for later spec ializa-
tion, dependent upon the interests of
the student and on the needs ot the
loc ality in w hic h the sc hool is situated
or in w hich the student hopes to nod
employment

Do commercial «instruction work,
both new and renovation, for the
elementary sc hools in the district

valuate the students on important
worker 1 harm teristu s, sin h as ability to
work on one's own and ability to work
with others

Lrnphasize the tasks desired by
employers, but do not oserlook training
in (asks sca h as blueprint reading,
estimating, knowledge of state and

Amen( an Vor anonal journal

local building «ides, and I-HA regula-
tions, all of whic h will fac-ilitate the
later movement of the more capable
students into such jobs as foreman,
construction superintendent, or con-
tractor.

Chef /Cook
Combine theory and practical experi-

enc e in onking with related c nurses in
nglish, speec h, food cost analysis and

control, business match, business
management, economicsicwunting,
food purc hasing, and human relations.

he terminal program would allow
the student to enter the commercial
foods industry clti a trained ook with
background for advanc ement in this
area. I he non-terminal program would
be oriented toward a college program in
food servic e management.

Copies of the Rattelle study are
axadahle trom th Nationa/ Technical
l'nformdtron 'Nor% o i. 5.285 Port Royal'

ioringtield. Virginia, .22151.
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Goal 4.2

Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 4.2: Use a Variety of Sources of
Employment Statistics that Directly
Affect the Planning of Vocational
Education Programs. /4

A. Gathering Manpower Information

1 When trying to determine the manpower needs an

supply of any selected occupation, geographical

area, or population, you will want to obtain

information firsthand from local employers,

employment agencies, and students. However,

local supply and demand information is not

always accurate or adequate for planning

vocational courses. Local data should be

supplemented by national and regional infor-

mation which can be used as a basis of comparl

son with local data.

2. Before you can systematically collect the

necessary data, you need to know the source of

the data, its reliability, and how you can use

it. Useful sources of data include the

following:

a. Occupational Outlook Handbook, Bureau of

Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor--

The Occupational Outlook Handbook contains

a comprehensive survey of all job areas an

is one of the most frequently used refer-

ences for obtaining forecasting infor-

mation. The handbook continues a traditior

of providing highly useful service to any-

one concerned with career planning. While
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Content Outline (continued)

the handbook attempts to explain the

changing nature of the labor market, it

also tends to take a somewhat optimistic

view of the future and tends to overstate

the services of the U.S. Biployment Service

The Outlook is published every two years.

b The "Occupational Outlook Quarterly,"

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department

of Labor--The "Occupational Outlook

Quarterly" is used to update the reports of

the Occupational Outlook Handbook. This

magazine contains employment information of

major interest and relevance to those who

advise students about the job market.

c. Tommorow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor--This

publication projects the ratio of trained

manpower to total employment; this projer

tion is based on demographic information.

In some cases, assumptions about likely

shifts in the relative importance of

different industry groups are applied to

the projections. Data is provided that can

be used to make both state and local

projections.

d. The National Planning Association has pro-

jected the average annual openings on the

basis of national goa)s. This association

uses a technique, based on unfilled job

openings, which utilizes the ratio of hard-

to-fill jobs (unfilled for 30 days or more)

to the total unfilled jobs over a period of

37
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Content Outline (continued)

time, thus projecting future average annual

job openings. The linking of current and

past occupational shortages to the Bureau

of Labor Statistics' national outlook for

these same occupations is a final step in

this method of projecting manpower needs

(2).

e. Manpower Report of the President, U.S.

Department of Labor--The report is a yearly

publication reporting on manpower require-

ments, resources, utilization, and training

The publication contains sections on:

(1) the Employment Record, which is a

review of employment developments and

their economic background, patterns of

employment growth, unemployment and

underdevelopment, and a look to the

future for manpower requirements;

(2) Manpower Policy and Programs, which

reviews the many different training

programs;

Manpower Research and Experimentation,

which reviews the different manpower

requirements and resources, supply and

demand, and the scope of research

taking place. This report is a good

publication for showing the big labor

picture nationally and for showing

trends and projections of the differea

segments of the labor force.

f. Vocational and Technical Education, U.S.

Office of Education--This yearly publicatio7

3 8
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Content Outline (continued)

presents the latest national data available

on graduates, enrollments, and expenditures

in federally reimbursed vocational and

technical education programs. This fore-

casting technique should be employed in

order to determine the probable number of

graduates of federally reimbursed programs

who will probably be available for jobs in

each of the different vocational service

areas.

g. Comprehensive Area Manpower Plannin(7.

(CAMPS)--Some areas of the country are now

establishing multi-agency manpower planning

committees to assess area needs lnd

priorities. It is suggested that the local

office of State Employment Security or the

State Department of Labor contacted for

details.

h. Meeting Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau

of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of

Labor--This report provides data on nationa

occOational employment projections and is

designed for use by state and local plan-

ners. The publication contains a variety

of forms and methods which can be used to

scale down the national data to more

closely match local employment conditions.

I. Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Bureau

of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of

Labor--This publication provides informa-

tion on the employment outlook over the

ne. , ten years in addition to providing job

3 9
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Content Outline (confinued)

descriptions, sources of employment, esti-

mated earnings, working cond'ti.cns, train-

ing, and other qualificatio-s ricAed for

each occupation listed in the directory.

State Employment Services cry provide infor

mation on manpower trends. :he information

on unfilled jobs, etc. from these agencies

can be compared with data from the Bureau of

Labor Statistics to predict local job open-

ings and trends. Also, state employment

agences occIsionally conduct surveys of

employers, the data of which would be very

useful for making local projections (2).

B. Professional Journals

Professional journals are also useful for keeping

abreast of manpower needs, technological changes,

and manpower interests. The following journals are

useful for vocational educators:

American Vocational Journal

The Agricultural Education Magazine

The Junior College Journal

Training in Business and Industry

Business Week

Accounting Digest

Advertising Age

Changing Times

Computer and Automation

Consumer Report

Data Processor

Dunn's Review of Modern Industry

4 0
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Content Outline (continued)

The Office

Nation's Business

Sales Management

Fortune

Journal of Marketing

Journal of Retailing

Marketing and Communication

Taxation for Accountants

Journal of Business

Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
Journal

American Journal of Nursing

Nursing Outlook

Nursing Research

Nursing Education

R N

School Shup

Comprehensive-Community College Bulletin (2).4

-32-
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C. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional

references as suggested, complete the follavingactivities.

Gathering Manpower Information. When conducting surveys to determine

the manpower needs and supply of any selected occupation, you will need

to obtain information firsthand from local employers, employment

agencies, and stidents. However, local supply and demand information

is not always accurate nor is it adequate for planning vocational

courses. Local data should be supplemented by national and regional

information which can be used as a basis of comparison with local data.

Before you can systematically collect the necessary data, you need to

know the source of the data and how you can use it. Several sources

of data are briefly described here.

Gathering Manpower Information Via Techniques Other Than Surveys (2).

In order to obtain local, state, and federal manpower information,

major forecasts and reports should be reviewed. The major sources of

forecasts and reports are summarized below.

a. Occupational Outlook Handbook, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.

Department of Labor--The Occupational Outlook Handbook contains

a comprehensive survey of all job areas and is one of the most

frequently used references for obtaining forecasting information.

The handbook continues a tradition of providinn highly useful

service to anyone concerned with career olannino. While the

handbook attemnts to explain the changing nature of the labor

market, it also tends to take a somewhat optimistic view of the

future and tends to overstate the services of the U.S. Employment

Service. The Outlook is published every two years.

b. The "Occupational Outlook Quarterly," Bureau of Labor Statistics,

U.S. Department of Labor--The "Occupational Outlook Quarterly" is

used to update the reports of the Occumational Outlook Handbook.

42
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This magazine contains employment information of major interest and

relevance to those who advise students about the job market.

c. Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.

Department of Labor--This publication proiects the ratio of

trained manpower to total employment; this projection is based on

demographic information. In some cases, assumptions about

likely shifts in the relative importance of different industry

groups are applied to the projections. Data is provided that can

be used to make both state and local projections. (NOTE: Some

limitations to using t ethod are its lack of consideration

for such factors as total job vacancies, wage data, and labor

composition by occupation.)

d. The National Planning Association has projected the average annual

openings on the basis of national goals. This association uses

a technique, based on unfilled job openings, which utilizes the

ratio of hard-to-fill jobs (unfilled for 30 days or more) to the

total unfilled jobs over a period of time, thus projecting future

average annual job openings. The linking of current and past occu-

pational shortages to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' national out-

look for these same occupations is a final step in this method of

projecting manpower needs. (NOTE: Principal limitations to this

method of data collection analysis are lack of information from

employers and exclusion of wage and salary information.)

e. Manpower Report of the President, U.S. Department of Labor--The

rePort is a yearly publication reporting on manpower requirements,

resources, utilization, and training. The Publication contains

sections on:

(1) The Employment Record, which is a review of employment deve-

lopments and their economic background, patterns of employ-

ment growth, unemployment and underdevelopment, and a look to

the future for manpower requirements;

(2) Manpower Policy and Programs, which reviews the many different

training programs;

(3) Manpower Research and Experimentation, which reviews the dil

ferent manpower requirements and resources, supply anL ,iemand,

and the scone of research taking place. This report iS d good
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publication For showing the big labor picture nationally and

for showing trends and projections of the different segments

of the labor force.

f. Vocational and Technical Education, U.S. Office of Education--This

yearly publication presents the latest national data available on

graduates, enrollments, and expenditures in federally reimbursed

vocational and technical education programs. This forecasting tech-

nique should be employed in order to determine the probable number

of graduates of federally reimoursed programs who will probably be

available for jo'Ds in each of the different vocational service areas.

Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning (CAMPS)--Some areas of the

country are now establishing multi-agency manpower planning commit-

tees to assess area needs and priorities. It is suggested that the

local office of State Employment Security or the State Department

of Labor be contacted for details.

h. Meeting Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

U.S. Department of LaborThis report provides data on national

occupational employment projections and is designed for use by

state and local planners. The publication contains a variety of

forms and methods which can be used to scale down the national

data to moro closely match local employment conditions.

i. Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

U.S. Department of Labor--This publication provides information on

the employment outlook over the next ten years in addition to

providing job descriptions, sources of employment, estimated

earnings, working conditions, training, and other qualifications

needed for each occupation listed in the directory.

j. State Employment Services can provide information on manpower

trends. The information on unfilled jobs, etc. from these agencies

can be compared with data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

predict local job openings and trends. Also, state employment

aaencies occasionally conduct surveys of employers, the data of

which would be very useful for making local projections.

4 4
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Professional Journals. Another source of manpower data is professional

journals. Professional journals, such as those listed below, can pro-

vide information concerning the development of new programs or modi-

fications of existing programs.

American Vocational Journal

The Agricultural Education Magazine

The Junior College Journal

Training in Business and Industry

Business Week

Accounting_ Digest

Advertising Age

Changing Times

Computer and Automation

Consumer Report

Data Processor

Dunn's Review of Modern Industry

The Office

Nation's Business

Sales Management

Fortune

Journal of Marketing

Journal of Retailing

Marketing and Communication

Taxation for Accountants

Journal of Business

Industrial Arts and Vocational Education Journal

American Journal of Nursing

Nursing Outlook

Nursing Research

Nursing Education

R N

School Shop_

Comprehensive-Community College Bulletin

45
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Press, Government, and Private Listings of Employment Opportunities.

A valuable source of information for identifying new program areas is

the employment want ads in newspapers and listinas by various public

and private employment agencies. Obtaining and monitoring these pub-

licized listings over a period of time can show employment trends by

pointing to areas of high employment demand and low supply.

Sources of employment information you may wish to survey include the

following: 4[.)

1. newspaper(s) in your area with the most comprehensive listing of

job vacancies;

2. public employment offices in your imm-diate area;

3. major private employment agencies within your area;

4. Federal and State Civil Service, U.S. Department of Labor, and

State Employment Service;

5. School placement services that tally job openings;

6. Major employers in your area that regularly publish lists for

circulation of vacancies they wish to fill.

1. An important aspect of conducting manpower surveys is keeping informa-

tion current. Out-of-date data is misleading and useless for planning

effective curricula, ln order to be sure that data is current, you

should have a system for obtaining and analyzing professional litera-

ture and reports on a continuing basis. The following activities

will help you "keep current."

a. List five professional journals that would be useful in your

specialized area of vocational education.

b. List as man'y community groups and agencies as possible in your

geographic area that can provide you with information regarding

vocational education in general and your area of interest in

particular.

(Note: If you are unable to locate community groups or agencies,

discuss this problem with your instructor. He may be able to help

you locate such groups.)

46
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2. List re-ource materials and references that could be useful for you

vocational area of specialization under each of the following ca-e-

gories of data collection.

SOURCES OF EMPLOYMENT AND JOB MARKET DATA

Local Data

Regional Data

State Data

National Data

47
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3. Obtain the two required references and at least three of the selected

references from the list below. Try to find one reference that covers

local or regional data and one that covers state or national data.

Your instructor may also suggest other references you may use instead.

After you have selected the references, pick a vocational occupation

and using that occupation as the basis for your research, complete the

chart that begins on the next page.

Required References

1. Manpower Report of the President, U.S. Department of Labor

2. Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Selected References

1. Occupational Outlook Handbook, Bureau of Labor Statistics

2. The "Occupational Outlook Quarterly," Bureau of Labor Statistics

3. Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of Labor Statistics

4. Reports from The National Planning Association, Bureau of Labor
Statistics

5. Vocational and Technical Education, U.S. Office of Education

6. Reports from the Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning (CAMPS), State
Department of Labor or State Employment

7. Meeting Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of Labor Statistics

4 8
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QUESTIONS:

Answer each question

below for each of the

five sources.

CHART FOR IDENTIFYING AND UTILIZING DATA

Manpower Li.ctio Local State National

Report of the of' Occupational Source Source Source

President Titles

.1011

I. Does the source identify the

numbers of persons employed

by the occupation?

2. Does the source identify the

growing and expanding occupa-

tions that are related to each

other?

3. Does the source identify the

related occupations in which

the demand is diminishing?

1. Does the source identify the

stability of the occupatioh

based on average annual man-hours

wo.-ked (steady employment through-

out the year)?

i. Does the source project the

need for this occupation five

or ten years from now?

50



QUESTION:

Answer each question

below for each of the

five sources.

CHART FOR IDENTIFYING AND UTILIZING DATA

Manpower Dictionary of Local State National

Report of the Occu ational Source Source Source

President Tit es

6, Does the source identify

information about wanes?

7. Does the source identify

regulations regarding li-

censing, certification, and

registration?

8. Does the source identify the

levels of education required

for job entry and job advance-

ment?

9. Does the source identify the

tasks that make up the occu-

pation?

0. Does the source list the prob-

able employers?

I. Does the source describe relat-

ed occupations that can be

entered?

1
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4. Referring to the "Chart For Identifying And Utilizing Data" that you

just completed for Exercise 3, answer the questions below. These

questions involve an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of

the manpower information sources.

a. Which references give the most detailed information regarding the

number of people needed for the occupation you selected?

b. Which references give the most detailed information regarding

wages?

c. Which references give the most detailed information regarding the

tasks that are involved in the occupation?

d. Which references give the most detailed information regarding edu-

cational requirements and licensing requirements?

e. Which reference could be used to summarize or develop job clusters?

f. Which reference could be used to summarize or specify career

ladders?

g. Briefly describe the contents and how you would use each of the

references below.

a. Manpower Report of the President

b. Dictionary of Occupational Titles

c. Local Source

d. State Source

e. National Source

(Title)

(Title)

(Title)

5 3
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Goal 4.3=M1=
Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 4.3: Explain the Purposes of and
Techniques for Conducting Manpower Needs
Analyses.

A. Four Types Gf Analyses Used in Manpower

Forecasting

There are four basic types of analysis commonly

used in manpower forecasting. They are:

I. employer surveys,

2. econometric techniques,

3. job vacancy-occupational outlook surveys,

4. extrapolation of trends (12).

A fifth type of analysis, literature surveys, is

the basis for almost all studies to determine man-

power needs.

B. Employer purveys

1. An employer survey is sometimes referred to as

a training needs survey or an area skills

survey. Regardless of the specific term, it is

simply a technique for determining local-

regional manpower needs and opportunities. Thl

survey, correctly done, will identify from 50 tb

150 occupatinns that employ a relatively large

number of persons in the area.

2. After identification of occupations, a follow-

up survey of employers is conducted to deter-

mine their current manpower needs in these

5 4
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Content Outline (continued)

occupations and their expected needs two years

and five years in the future.

3. The employer survey is the approach most used

/ocational administrators since it is rela-

easy to administer, is inexpensive, and

Ickly implemented.

,ie reliability and validity of employer re-

sponses may be questionable, however, since

many firms do not do the planning necessary to

project their own needs with any degree of

accuracy

5. One often overlooked advantage of the employer

survey is the resulting involvement of local

employers in curriculum planning. The employer

can have his ideas and preferences incorporated

into the vocational curriculum plans (12).

C. Econometric Studies

1 Econometric studies are more sophisticated and

dependable than employer surveys, but for the

most part they are too complicated, time-

consuming, ahL; e.xpensive for the typical

vocational education curriculum developer to

conduct. However, other agencies do make

econometric studies and the results of such

studies can be invaluable and should be used by

all vocational curriculum developers.

2. Econometric studies are conducted by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the U.S. Department

of Labor. The BLS econometric approach yields

a national ten-year demand analysis based on

(12) Vocational
Eduration Plan-

ning: Manpower,
Priorities, and
Dollars.
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Content Outline (continued)

projections of po, lation, labor force, produc-

tivity, cosumption, and overall output that

provides estimates of new openings by occu-

patior. These estimates can be obtained from

tne U.S. Department of Labor.

3. There are disadvantages, or at least limita-

tions, with this technique also. Accuracy is a

problem since it is hard to forecast economic

activity, technological change related to

produc ivity, and specific needs, which chmige

due to labor and capital mobility, in given

market areas. Also, the statistics are

national and may not be entirely useful or

local or regional planning.

4. Many have suggested that the BLS model for

econometric studies be adopted by state and

regional planning departments. Although to be

valid and useful it requires extensive knowledg
e(12)

of labor economics and statistics, the imple-

mentation of the model would be useful in pro-

viding local data regarding manpower needs (12)

D. Job Vacancy Studies

1. The job vacancy approach modifies the econo-

metric model by adding local input to it. It

combines data from the BLS with an analysis of

the local employment listings of unfilled job

openings. uobs unfilled for 30 days are com-

pared with national trends and analyzed in

terms of different characteristics. This

analysis results in a priority listing of jobs

with apparent shortages of workers, which the

56
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Content Outline (continued)

educator must then analyze in terms of probabl

persistence of the shortage, trainability of

potential job holders and the cost benefit

return of training workers for the job.

2. The job vacancy approach is relatively inexpen-

sive; it can be programmed on a local-regional

basis, results in an up-to-date record of

trends, and can be implemented by the local

vocational educator

3 The disadvantages a pparent. It deals with

present needs and not necessarily with either

long-term or future needs of the community or

the interests of students. It is also static--

it does not predict the future growth of present

or new industries.

4. However, job vacancy studies cannot be ignored

and should be conducted by all vocational

curriculum planners (12).

E. Extrapolation of Trends Surveys

1. Another approach to manpower forecasting is

that of extrapolation. This technique attempts

to forecast future needs on the basis of past

trends. It may be done on a local-regional,

statewide, or national basis.

2. The advantage of this type of survey is that

extrapolation is relatively quick, easy, and

inexpensive.

3. The disadvantages of the technique are critical

and limit its value. With the explosion in

technological knowledge and the rapid changes

in production patterns and occupational

-46-
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Content Outline (continued)

requirements, the predictive validity of

extrapolation becomes more questionable the

further it is extended into the future.

4 This process (looking at past trends to predict

future needs) is best used only as a starting

place. Consider past manpower needs, for

example, as merely a way of selecting those

industries you will survey or study to deter-

mine future manpower needs. But don't expect

past manpower needs to be repeated either in

quantity or in type of skill and occupation

required. The only situation in which the

extrapolation of past trends can be useful is

in short-term predictions (12).

F. Literature Surveys

1 Literature surveys are the backbone and basis

for almost all studies to determine manpower

needs. A wealth of information is reported

in newspapers and professional journals: the

needs of industries, new developments in

technology, new and different equipment, new

offices of national companies, and industry

expansions and reductions.

2. Vocational educators should have subscriptions

to local and national papers and journals,

and more importantly, should set aside the

time to read them regularly (12).*

G. Summary of Manpower Forecasting Techniques

1. To summarize, the best manpower approach

is one that utilizes elements from all

of the approaches presented.

-47-
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Content Outline (continued)

2 The problem usually lies in determining how

much effort and money a school or school

district can afford to put into manpower

forecasting. Although it may be hard to

defend the time and expense required to

conduct an in-depth, costly study, there

should be no trouble justifying a sensible,

ongoing, consistent program of predicting

manpower needs and opportunities. The

program ideally should predict regional as

well as local needs.

3. Manpower forecasting related to curriculum

planning is obviously a continuing process

and cannot be limited to a one-time "snap-

shot" of the local labor market.

H. Critical Requirements for a Manpower Forecasting

Model (4)

1. David Kidder in Review and Synthesis of

Research on Manpower Forecasting For Voca-

tional-Technical Education lists six critical

requirements for a manpower forecasting model

that can be used by vocational educitors:

a. The technique should be replicable at

different times and in different places.

This requirement concerns costs as well

as technical complexity of the model.

b. All assumptions of the model should be

reasonable, and should be explicitly and

clearly stated.

59
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Content Outline (continued)

c. The structure of the model should be

thoroughly explained, in language under-

standable to potential users of the model.

d. Forecasted estimates of errors should be

included.

e. Forecasted subtotals should be internally

consistent, and should be cross-checked

to prove consistency.

f. Accuracy analysis should be an integral

part of the forecasting process.*

6 0
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I. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional

rcferences as suggested, ,?omplete the following activities.

Employer Surveys

There are three general ways by which you can identify manpower needs.

The first and most common is to conduct employer surveys; the second is

to study the literature to locate manpower needs, business changes,

technological changes, and so on; and the third is to review economic

and labor studies conducted by the state and the federal government.

The method you select will depend on your objectives and your situation

(constraints of time, money, and resources under which you work). Usu-

ally, however, you will use a combination of the three methods. Because

conducting employer surveys is the most common method to identify manpower

needs, it is discussed here.

One of the major inputs into selecting and justifying vocational programs

is information about the labor market, including malpoder supply and

demand. Manpower supply information provides an indication of the number

of individuals available in the labor market wi a particular skill.

Manpower demand information indicates the number of individuals with a

particular skill that are needed in the labor market.

The comparison of manpower suppy and demand information identifies jobs

for which there is not an adequate source of trained manpower. This

comparison answers the following questions:

1. What vocational programs may be needed in a given geographical area?

2. What vocational programs may no longer be needed in a given geograph-

area?

61
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You will find the following steps useful when conducting an employer

survey to determine manpower needs.

1. Identify a group or committee to assist in planning and executing

a manpower survey--preferably one that has an interest in and use

for the suryey results. The following are possible groups (or

combinations of groups) you may wish to involve:

a. a committee of vocational education leaders (directors, depart-

ment chairpersons, etc.) from all of the schools in the area or

region to be surveyed;

b. a committee composed of representatives from each of your on-

going specialized advisory committees;

c. a general advisory committee with broad representation from all

segments of the community--both labor and management.

The individuals you select as members of the committee should be knowl-

edgeable about the community's businesses, industries, and agencies.

2. Meet with the committee you select to establish a plan for completing

the manpower needs survey.

3. Select a director who has the time and background to administer the

study and write the final report.

4. Discuss with the committee the assignment of tasks to individuals

or subcommittees a-A discuss projected deadline dates.

5. Outline on a map the region or geographic area within which your

comprehensive survey will be conducted.

6. Prepare a listing of the businesses, industries, and agencies within

the geographic area. This list should include both manpower users

and suppliers of trained personnel. Obviously, some organizations

will fall into both categories. For example, a business having a

formal training program for a given job classification would be both

6 2
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a supplier of manpower and a user Yi

In completing this step, your coiiiiiiit ret assistance.

In addition, the following documents )iay be corsulteJ:

a. yellow pages of the telephone directories in the geographic area

to be surveyed;

b. directories of manufactur'ng associations, the Chamber of Commerce,

etc.;

c. listing of organizations and agencies contacted by the United

Crusade or United Fund.

7. Determine the technique(s) to be used for data gathering. The three

techniques listed here are most popular:

a. Personal interview;

b. Mail survey;

c. Telephone survey.

8. Develop a timetable for completing the survey.

9. Design the instrument(s) to be used to survey manpower users and

suppliers in order to obtain local manpower supply and demand infor-

mation.

10. Have your committee review the instrwient or instruments prepared.

Committee members will often have valuable suggestions for improving

instruments in order to ensure proper interpretation of questions.

11. If data processing services can be obtained for tabulating the survey

responses, the instrument(s) should be reviewed with data processing

personnel prior to finalizing it. This will ensure proper coding of

the items for key punching.

12. Finalize the survey instrument(s) you intend to use.

-52-
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13. A small sample of organizations and agencies should be selected

for pretesting the instruments and for providing experience to

the data collectors, if necessary. On the pretest ask the respon-

dents to indicate if any questions are unclear or if it is diffi-

cult to answer any questions.

14. Analyze the pretest data to determine whether the instrument(s)

is (are) obtaining valid and reliable data.

15. Revise the instruments, if necessary, on the basis of pretest

results.

16. Conduct the survey using one of the following methods:

a. Personal Interview Method

Conduct an orientation for interviewers who will be making the

visitations. Written procedures will need to be prepared and

used by all data collectors to ensure reliable and valid re-

sponses.

b. Mail Survey Method

If a mail survey is to be used, a cover letter on letterhead

stationery should be sent along with the survey to the different

businesses. The letter should be co-signed by the director

of vocational programs and perhaps by the chairperson of your

committee. m.lose a self-addressed, stamped envelope with

the survey.

c. Telephone Survey Method

The telephone survey may be used for obtaining limited infor-

mation for a specific occupational area. This method is very

limited in use and is not usually appropriate for a comprehen-

Sive survey.

17. Analyze and report the data to the survey committee. In analyzing

6 4
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and reporting the data, the following should be lone:

a. Describe the procedures used in completing the survey, including:

(1) committees utilized;

(2) sample surveyed;

(3) survey technique used;

(4) why the survey was conducted.

b. Describe the findings of the report, includincs:

(1) the number of concerns surveyed;

(2) the number and percentage of returns or responses;

(3) the number of usable and unusable returns,

(4) the tabulation of responses to each question on the survey

instrument. (Reporting responses in this mdnner allows the

reader to see both the question and total of respons2s for

each question.)

c. Consider the following points when analyzing the data and re-

porting the conclusions and implications of the study:

(1) A rapid reversal in the need for trained personnel can occur

with even minor changes in the level of the economy, partic-

ularly in technical fields supporting the production of

consumer goods. In the human or personal services, there

is less fluctuation in manpower needs when the overall level

of the economy changes; thus, demands are more predictable.

If the-e is a discrepancy between national and local data,

and if you know that your local survey is valid, put your

stock in the local survey.

(2) Not all graduates who are trained are immediately available

for placement in related jobs within the boundaries of the

district. Many migrate to other districts or states, enter

the Armed Forces, continue in school to further education,

or completely withdraw from the labor force and do not accept

employment. This last group of graduates is considered a

short-run loss to the district; therefore, the number of

projected graduates may somewhat exceed the demand.
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(3) Certain people within a district migrate to obtain employ-

ment; this factor must also be considered in determining

supply.

(4) Not all enrollees in a program complete the program and

graduate. Those enrollees who fail to complete the train-

ing program and depart without graduating may or may not

be used as a source of manpower supply; therefore, the

number of en'collees required to satisfy the needs require-

ment is a matter of interpretation (2).

1. This activity requires you to complete several of the steps outlined

in the procedure just described. Complete all the following steps as

if you were going to conduct an employer survey to determine the manpower

needs for a specific occupation or cluster of occupations in your local

community.

Step I Identify a group or committee that you could use to assist you

in planning and executing a manpower survey. Following are

possible groups (or combinations of groups) that you may select

to involve:

a. a committee uf vocational education leaders (directors,

department chairpersons, etc.) from all of the schools in

the area or region to be surveyed;

b. a committee composed of representatives from each of your

ongoing specialized advisory committees;

c. a general advisory committee with broad representation from

all segments of the community (manpower users).

Step 2 Outline on a map the region or geographic area within which

your study is to be conducted.

Step 3 Prepare a listing of the businesses, industries, and agencies

within the geographic area that you would survey.
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Step 4 Determine the techniques(s) that would be used for data gathering.

The three most popular techniques are:

a. personal interview;

b. mail survey;

c. telephone survey.

Step 5 From the list of organizations and agencies, select those wKich

you would include in your survey.

Step 6 Design the survey form to be used to survey manpower users and

suppliers in order to obtain local manpower supply and demand

information.

2a. Briefly describe how each of the following types of surveys to de-

termine educational needs are conducted.

a. Employer surveys

b. Econometric studies

c. Job vacancy surveys

d. Trends surveys

b. Briefly explain wh manpower needs assessment or manpower needs

analysis is a crucial step in the jt.welopment of educational

materials.

6 7
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Goal 4.4

Content Outline Activities-Resources

, ,,
Goal 4.4: Explain the Purpose of and
the Techniques for Obtaining Manpower
Supply Data.

A. Determining Manpower Supply Data (Population

Needs and Interests)

1. One can think of vocaticmal curriculum planning

as an attempt to balance an equat:on. On one

side of the equation is the manpower needs of

business and industry in the community. On th.,

other side is the demands and interests of the

student being served. Somehow, on a continuinn

basis, each side of the equation should ualanc

the other'.

2. Most educators, however, agree that the needs

of informed student populations should have

priority in curriculum and program planning.

(Included in the student population are adults

to be retrained, veterans; and handicapped

persons as well as high school and college

students.) The problem, then, is to define

consumer preferences and verify that consumer

preferences are based on informed and realistic

analysis and information.

B. Defining the Population

First, the population that makes up the vocational

education consumer group must be defined. One of

the primary consumers is the day student in high

68
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Content Outline (continued)

school. That age group is relatively homogeneous.

The adult and out-of-school group is more difficult

to analyze. Community colleges can define their

consumer population in terms of geography, but age

span is another matter (11).

C. Determining Population Preferences

1 There are a number of different methods deter-

mining population preferences. One method,

direct survey questionnaires, can reach large

numbers of vocational students. These surveys

can be conducted through high school classes,

at public employment offices, at military

release centers, or througn the mail.

2 Education and vocational guidance counselors

can provide reasonably valid feedback about

student interest. Industrial employment. offices

may have an interest inventory based on the

interests of the people who have applied for

jobs--Veteran Administration Offices, Vocation&

Rehabilitation Offices, and State Employment

Security Offices all have these (11).

(11) Leadership in
Administration
of Vocational
and Technical
naation.

D. Anallzing Population Prefe.rences

1. Another problem is maktng sure that consumer

preference is founded on an adequate knowledge

of occupational options and career possibilitie .

For many occupations a fairly wide communica-

tions gap seen to exist regarding job skill

6 9
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Content Outline (continued)

requirements and status, and, more importantly,

'vailability uf jobs and wage-income potential.

In addition, to further complicate the possi-

Lility of informed consumer preference is the

problem of determining what future possibilities

will be "..ke for a particular career. A

rational choice about vocation must consider

not only current employment opportunities, but

also probable future developments in technology

supply and demand, Income levels, requirements

for retraining, and perhaps most importantly,

the "ladder relationship" of the career choice.

By ladder relationship we mean the opportunity

through further education and/or experience to

enter another career phase in the same general

discipline or career field.

2 An important continuing task of vocational

educators, therefore, is the diffusion of

information about vocations. Only with such

information can consumers make rational

decisions about vocational curriculum

preferences (11).

E. Methods of Obtaining_ Manpower Supply Data

Vocational curriculum specialists should always be

alert to suggestions regarding new and needed voca-

tional programs. However, bettor and more reliable

data regarding manpower interests and needs can be

collected if a systematic program is adopted to do

so. The following are some suggested methods for

collecting manpower supply data:

7 0
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Content Outline (continued)

1. Monitor phone requests and inquiries that come

from students, parents, or adclts interested in

new fields of study. Be sure that the school

telephone operator, as well as the counselors,

know that you are interested in program

requests or suggestions.

2. Follow up on student withdrawals and dropouts

to determine why students are leaving the

program. Many times students drop out of a

program because they see no use for continuing

in it. In such cases, an analysis should be

performed of the program's goals and objectives

teaching plans, and the teacher in order to

determine the causes for the lack of interest.

3. Follow up on graduates of vocational education

programs to see what difficulties they have

once they are employed. Ask them what skills

they use and don't use, how they would revise

the program, what other programs they would

suggest, and which programs they find outdated.

4 Other methods for determining manpower supply

data include the following:

a. Ootain opinions from all students in the

institution regarding the educational

programs in which they are enrolled or

would like to have available.

b. Conduct an interest survey(s) of potential

student group(s) or obtain the data via

secondary sources.

c. Obtain opinions and 1;ugge5 tions on programs

from all institutional staff organizations,

and special committees.

7 1
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Content Outline (continued)

tor

d. Establish a plan for scheduling and uni

formly reporting staff visits and contacts

with community groups, professional and

other organizations, employers, etc.

e. Establish and conduct a meeting(s) of a

general or specialized occupational

advisory committee.

f. Obtain and analyze professional literature

and published reports for program sugges-

tions.

g. Obtain and analyze studies done by various

community groups and agencies to obtain

demographic, economic, and sociological

data.

h. Monitor press, government, and private

listings of employment opportunities (2).*

F. Wrapup of Module*

-61-
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G. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional

references as suggested, complete the following activities.

Obtaining Manpower Supply Data (2)

There are two important steps in assessing the manpower supply and student

or population interests and needs in vocational education. First, you

must gather data and opinions that indicate student interests and needs

on a local, regional, and national level. Secondly, you must analyze the

opportunities that are already available to students through current

public and private educational facilities. With these two categories of

data, you can begin to make sound decisions for vocational curriculum.

With this in mind, read the following suggestions for monitoring and

collecting requests for, and interest in, vocational education

programs.

Determining Population Interests. Undoubtedly, like most other persons

responsible for developing and maintaining the best educational service

for your community, you share a concern for identifying the best ways

possible to obtain suggestions for new programs as well as modifications

in existing programs so that the population you serve is prepared for

vocational experiences.

Activities you might consider to obtain manpower supply data include the

following:

Mon-itoring phone requests and other program inquiries that are

received by school officer; from ongoing and potential students.

2. Gathering data and reporting on student withdrawals and dropouts.

Review;ng or conducting a fo/low-up study of program graduates.

7 3
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3. Obtaining opinions from all students in the institution re-

garding the educational programs in which they are enrolled

or would like to have available.

4. Conducting an interest survey(s) of potential student group(s)

or obtaining the data via secondary sources.

5. Obtaining opinions and suggestions on programs from all insti-

tutional staff, organizations, and special committees.

6. Establishing d plan for scheduling and uniformly reporting

staff visits and contacts with community groups, professional

and other organizations, employers, etc.

7. Establishing and conducting a meeting(s) of a general 0-

specialized occupational advisory committee.

8. Obtaining and analyzing professional literature and published

reports for program suggestions.

9. Obtaining and analyzing studies done by various community

groups and agencies to obtain demographic, economic, aal

sociological data.

10. Monitoring press, government, and private listings ;'f employ-

ment opportunities.

Monitoring Phone Requests and Inquiries. Program ,; es and .equests

from students, parents, businesses, industries. et.. ,e as another

indicator of communiLy wants, interests, and nt.fs cpibl, ing career

preparation programs. Inquiries and requests cvi ,.; possible

indicators of the changing needs and interests le in the

community and as a valuable source of ideas for ,.(;11',: new program

areas or for modification of existing programs. , .Augh such requests

are not as valuable as state or nitional statistic that show an actuJ1

need for training, they should be consilr-ed as an additional sourcc cf

information. Pernci in offices of the bcard of education, super-

intendent of schools, vocational director, admissions, counseling, com-

mu nity service, and placement, are in dn excellent position to ,i,ritor

such pnoqe callr inquiries, Gr suggestions.
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To collect and record program inquiries, you might follow ti.le procedure

below:

1. Develop a form for recording inquiries and requats.

-2. Distribute the request form and instructions to the supervisor

of each institutional office (admissions, cc.,;L:21ing, community

service, placement, etc.) that receives call- and requests.

3. Instruct those who are to use the form on i-try,, and when to use it.

4. Periodically tabulate the results and prep;:e a report.

Follow-up Procedure on Withdrawals and Dropouts. L low-up information

on withdrawals and dropouts can be the most valuable source for obtaining

possible new program suggestions or suggestions for changes in exicing

school programs. Not only should the early leave; )2 asked Wly he dropped

out or withorew from a career program or schoe1, At he sho0,. also be

asked whether he would have remaine'd in the program w. schoo, had other

program offerings been available to him. The opi t'e students

withdrawing from school or dropping out of occupational nvograms can

serve as a valuabl:.: source of information for possible rrugram develop-

ment oY modif-kation. Below is a procedure identif.jr,j the steps nec-

essary in establ-fthing withdrawal interviews anJ a tho?out survey program.

Withdrawal Interview Procedure

1. Contact persons in your institution Vi'Ll will be in contact with

students planning to withdraw or tnsfer to other programs.

2. Develop a "Withdrawal Data Form"

Establish specific outcomes that you want from a "Withdrawal

Data Form," or "Exit Form" Then, select or develop

questions based on the (When you select questions

do not overlook the possibility that you could obtain some

i''ormation from school reccw, without asking students.)

El:minate the "nice-tc know" tyit non-essential items in order

tc.: keep the form as short as possible. And be sure to allow

space for "other comment.i."

3. Compile and analyze withdrawal interview data at the end of each

semester. Report the information to the appropriate staff

membe''s.
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Dropout Survey Procedure

This procedure is designed to supplement the withdrawal interview

procedure previously described. Since some students leave your

institution without fomily withdrawing, this drop-out survey

used in conjunction with the withdrawal interviews can give you

a more complete picture ,n why students leave your school.

1. Identify students It.ft your institution, but who are not

listed as formally withdrawn. Obtain a mailing address on

each. This information can usually be obtained from the ad-

mission or counseling offices. The sample would include all

students not enrolling for the subsequent semester but not

having formally withdrawn, graduated, or transferred. In

addition, you may want to limit this to formally enrolled full-

time students.

2. Develop a survey instrument and a cover letter to be mailed

to all students being surveyed.

3. Carry out the survey. Obtaining replies from these persons

is difficult; however, the responses received will add to the

overall quality of your information on withdrawals.

4. Compile and analyze data. This step should be completed after

you are satisfied that you have obtained the best response

level possible. Compile and report data by responses per

item on the instrument. Observe particularly the frequency

of responses checked or the similarity of free responses.

Conduct a Follow-up Study of Program Graduates. Students who have

completed programs can also be a valuable source of information for

new program or program modification suggestions. These students are in

a good position to assess the value of the program and the need for

changes or additions.

The value of the suggestions will depend on whether the student is em-

ployed and whether he has taken a job in a related or unrelated occu-

pational area. The students who are unemployed can provide useful data
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as to why they are not employed. However, the most useful information

pertaining to program additions or deletions will come from those pErsons

employed in a job-related, occupational area.

Since the reactions of your graduates may change over a period of time

as they gain more job experience, it is recommended that this activity

be repeated completely one year after graduation and again after the

third and fifth years.

The following procedure may prove useful:

1. Identify and define the sample to be surveyed. The sample

shculd be stratified on the basis of the following:

a. program graduated from

b. year of graduation

2. Outline the key questions you want the students to answer. Key

questions might include the following:

a. What is their employment status?

b. How many are employed in related and non-related jobs?

c. What is their present salary?

d. What is their evaluation of the school educational program

which prepared them for the job?

e. What is their evaluation of the school ancillary services?

f. What recommendations can they make to improve the school

program?

g. What are their present educational goals?

3. Develop the survey instrument. This should be accomplished by

developing survey items based on the desired outcomes and key

questions outlined above.

4. Evaluate the survey instrument for:

a. clarity--Is each item understood?

b. ease of completion--Can it easily be completed?

c. importance-- It is important that you include only the es-

sential items related to your objectives. Eliminate the

"nice-to-know" items from your instrument.

7 7
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5. Develop a procedure for data gathering. You may use any of

the following methods:

a. personal interview

b. mail survey

c. telephone survey

6. Develop a letter to be sent to graduates being surveyed. The

cover letter should be signed by someone known by the student,

such as a teacher, department head, or counselor.

The more that can be done by individual teachers and adviini-

strators to establish the value of follow-up data while a

student is still in school, the more likely it is that a good

response level will be obtained. In addition, the use of a

student committee of presently enrolled students to assist

with the survey will prove helpful.

7 Finalize plans for the mailing and return of survey forms.

The plans should include:

a. when the survey will be mailed

b. wr:en the thank-you reminder postcard will be mailed

c. when the second cover letter will be mailed

d. provisions for contacting non-respondents via personal

interview or telephone

la. Briefly describe the procedure you would follow to monitor phone

requests received by the school office.

b. When should you conduct a follow-up study of program graduates?

a. immediately after they graduate

b. one year after graduation

c. three years aftcr graduation

c. Briefly describe the procedure for gathering data on student with-

drawals and dropouts.

d. Briefly describe the procedure you could carry out to conduct a

follow-up study of program graduates.
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e. Typically the response on a mail return (postcard) survey is around

30%. What are the problems and hazards regarding assumptions based

on this percentage of return?

How to Conduct an Interest Survey (2)

An interest survey is a valuable means for identifying how educational

institutions can best serve the different members of the community. This

type of survey can yield important information pertaining to the physical

characteristics, past education and employment, interest, motivation,

and attitudes of members of the target group(s). When the interest of

the potential manpower supply is compared to the manpower needs of local

industry and business, important decisions can be made in vocational

program planning.

One of the important target populations to be considered is the high

school group. It is recommended that a systematic procedure be estab-

lished whereby student interest information is gathered each year from

entering high school sophomores and seniors. It is also very important

that you survey the parents of the high school students being surveyed.

(Identify the parents' judgments, fLAings, aspirations, likes and dis-

likes, etc.) The reason for the parental survey is that sime research

studies point out that parental aspirations are the single most important

influence on what a youngster chooses for an occupational career.

The major source groups for data relating to student demand for career

preparation programs are: (1) parents, (2) high school faculty, and

(3) the potential students including: (a) recent high school graduates,

(b) employed workers, (c) unemployed, (d) underemployed, and (e) mobility

bound people.
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The procedure outlined on the following pages is intended to help you

obtain data from high school students, parents, and other members of

the community or from secondary sources.

1. Identify the sample to be surveyaL Some examples of groups that

might be surveyed are:

a. high school sophomores and seniors

b. parents of the high school students

c. minority groups

d. unemployed persons

e. handicapped persons

To assist you in the identification of target groups other than

high school students, you may want to consult with the general

occupational advisory committee, the State Employment Service,

Community Action Agency, organizations representing minority groups,

etc.

2. Outline the expected outcomes of the survey and the tasks to be

accomplished. This step should identify what information is needed

and why it is needed.

3. Determine a method(s) of data collection:

a. personal interview

b. mail survey

c. telephone survey

d. other sourcps

If you are going to collect data from the high school students and

their parents, it is a good idea to have the local high schools

administer, collect, and return the surveys to you.

4. Develop a timetable for data .nllection.

5. Appoint a committee to assist with the collection of data. A great

deal of manpower may be required to complete this activity ade iately.

8 0
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6. Select the sample to be surveyed.

7. Design the cover letter and survey instruments. The following data

might be collected.

a. age

b. sex

c. present educational interests

d. student aspirations

e. types of course or program interests

f. plans for high school, post-high school (college and occupational

interests beyond high school)

g. father's and mother's occupations

h. parents' educational backgroUnd

i. parental aspirations and preferences for son's or daughter's

education and/or career status

j. parental and student opinion concerning career preparation

programs

k. parental career plans

1. number interested in attending classes at high school, area

vocational center, or junior college

Consider, however, whether you want to ask personal information that

may conflict with the invasion of privacy laws.

Many student interest survei3 are no more than interest inventories

which ask students to check their career preference. When so in-

structed, many students select those that have the most appeal or

glamour. There is not necessarily a commitment on the part of the

student, and the data should be evaluated with this in mind.

8. Try out the survey instruments on a small group of high school stu-

dents, their parents, and the occupational advisory committe to de-

termine if the instruments are gathering the data for which they

were prepared.

8 1
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9. Analyze the data gathered in the pre-trial. If the instruments

are gathering the intended eata, they are ready for use; if not,

revise those questions or surveys which need to be.

10. Conduct the survey.

a. For a mail survey, develop a schedule for sending the survey

and for sending the follow-up reminder letters.

b. For personal interviews, you will need to develop a visitation

schedule and will need to train the data collectors.

c. If guidance counselors will be administering the survey for

you, you will need to make arrangements with tnem for adminis-

tering the survey and provide them with the necessary

instructions.

11. Analyze and tabulate the results. To judge the validity and use-

fulness of the information gathered, factors such as the following

should be considered:

a. Consider the percentage of returns from a particular group,

and the completeness of the information on the returns.

b. Look carefully at the problem involved with offering the sug-

gested program; i.e., transportation and finances of low-income

groups, the educational bc.ckground of the suggested group, the

diversity of a group interested in a particular program,

scheduling problems (day, evening, part-time, full-time), etc.

c. Tabulate the total number of program reque:sts including all

groups surveyed.

d. Calculate the types and extent of program requests made by

specific groups that it may be considered most important to

serve because of their being low income, unemployed, high

school graduate, dropout, etc.



2. This activity rec-iirt,_ Ay! to select one specific target population

(high school students, college students, veterans, C, evening students)

and carry out some of 'he steps involved in a manpower interest survey.

Complete the following steps:

Step I Identify the sample to be surveyed. Some examples of groups that

might be surveyed are:

a. high school sophomores and seniors;

b. parents of the high school students;

c. minority groups;

d. unemployed persons.

Step 2 List the questions you want to include in the survey.

Step 3 Determine a method(s) of data collection:

a. personal interview;

b. mail survey;

c. telephone survey;

d. other sources.

Wrapup Activity

NOTE: To meet the basic requirements of this module, select one of the

following activities and complete it as directed. If you wish to gain

additional credit beyond the basic requirements, you may choose a second

activity to complete. Consult with your irstructor first if you wish

additional credit.

1. Refer to Activity 1 for Goal 4.3 when completing this activity.

The purpose of this activity is to give you the opportunity to com-

plete most of the steps that are a part of a wanpower needs analysis

survey. You can continue on with the activity you selected for

Activity 1 or select a new occupation or cluster of occupations.

8 3
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a. Develop the following before conducting your surVey:

(1) question forms and necessary survey instruments

(2) charts showing occupations

(3) introductory letter requesting assistance

(4) map showing geographic area to be surveyed

(5) time schedule

(6) advisory committee

(7) plan for reporting results

b. Conduct a manpower survey using one of the following three

strategies:

(1) personal interview

(2) mail survey

(3) telephone survey

c. Analyze and report the data in a three- to five-page paper.

2 The purpose of this activity is to give you the opportunity to com-

plete the steps that are part of a literature search for relevart

data.

a. Develop a reporting form on which the Aaff of a school or

school district can report progra71 suggestions that they feel

are related to the vocational curriculum.

b. Review at least eight of the following sources of information

and briefly describe the type of data that can be found in each.

American Vocational Journal

The Agricultural Education Magazine

The Junior College Journal

Training in Business and Industry

Business Week

Accounting Digest

Adverticing Age

Changing Times

Computer and Automation

Consumer Report

Data Processor
8 4
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Sales Management

Fortune

Journal of Marketing

Journal of Retailing

Marketing and Communication

Taxation for Accountants

Journal of Business

Industrial Arts and Vocational

Education Journal

American Journal of Nursing

Nursing Outlook



Dunn's Review of Modern Industry Nursing Research

The Office Nursing Education

Nation's Business R N

Courehensive-Community College School Shop.

Bulletin

c. Develop a fonu for monitoring press 3nd government listings of

employment opportunities and vacancies.

3. Refer to Activity 2 for Goal 4.4 when completing this activ.;ty. The

Purpose of this activity is to give you an opportunity to complete

A. the steps that are part of an interest survey. You may con-

tinue with the subject area used for Activity 2 or you may select

a new target population such as high school seniors or veterans.

a. Develop the following before conducting your survey:

(1) question forms and necessary survey instruments

(2) charts showing possible occupations

(3) introductory letter requesting assistarce

(4) map showing geographi: area to be surveyed

(5) time schedule

(6) advisory committee

(7) plan for repo-ting recult,

b. Conduct an interest survey using ore nf the following methods:

(1) mail survey

(2) telephone survey

c. Analyze an; tabulate the results. Write a three- to five-page

paper describing the results of your survey.

8 5
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Part III:

Group and Classroom Activities
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PART III

GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIN:71ES

Classroom Act;vities
NOTE: The following activities are designed for use in the ch. ..rorm to

stimulate discussion on specific topics covered in this module.

activities are designed to be used followirq student self-study; hoy

depending on the background and abilities y, todents, these acti'ic.

may not require previous study. All classrorv.1 .ivities are keyc tek:

content outline to indicate an appropriate poi, A which they

presented.

1. The class should divide into small groups according to vocaticnal

interests (home economics, distributive cducaticgi, business and offfe

occupations, trades and industrv, etc.) Each group should then go to

the library for about one hour ta locate those sources of employment

data most useful for their area of vocational concern. Sources of

useful information might include journals, reports, cr studies. Next,

each group is to assign priorities like tha followilo to thesa scy.rces:

a. source worth subscribing tc

b. source worth read4na regularly;

c. source worth re.....ng occasicnally;

d. source not wortn raferring to.

Lists of sources, with the assigned priorities, should tL presented

to the rest of the class.

2. The class should divide into groups of about five students: Each should

be provided with a map of the county or the state. Each !i-oup is to

specify the geographical area of the map they would usE, if they were

conducting a manpower needs survey and why.
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3. The class silould divide into the same groups that were formed

Cla-7roun Activity 2. Each group shoLld be provided with a map

thc county or the state. Each group is to specify the geographical

area of the map they would use if tty were conducting a manpower

supply or population needs and interests survey aiA why.

4. In the past a frequent criticism of \ocational and technical edu-

cation programs was that they were developed solely to meet the

needs of the "establishment" for cheap manpower. Jt was alleged

that program and curriculum development occuried in response to

local business and industrial neLds, rot in response to the real

needs of students.

The class should divide into two gr-ups. One grotT must prove that

vocational education programs should be designed to meet the needs of

local business and industry and the other that vocational education

should be designed to meet the needs of stud,_nts. Each group should

present its arguments, then debate the :SFAI.

Discussion: Obviously vocational and technica education must be

responsive both to manpower needs, based Or econ( _ic a..1 socio-

political requisites, and to student prefc'ences. And alt: ugh

neither business nor industry can expect pubiic education to train

new employees specifically for it, both expuct inmmonly required

skills to be taught.

8 8
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Discvlsion Questions
4. What is the relationship of geographical proximity of jobs to decisions

as to which skills to teach in vocational programs? For instance,

under what conditions would you provide a specific program when the

rmiployer is 20 miles away?

(Many times vocational curriculum planners plan training programs even

if specific jcos are not available in the immediate geographical area.

For instance, if a large employer in your area has a factory 50 miles

away but provides tremendous job opportunities, you might consider

offering a program to teach the required skills.)

L. What do you do when a survey of high school students' career interests

shows that 70 of them are planning on careers in professional fields,

which comprise Only '153/, of the jobs available in the world of work?

How do you build a program of vocational education at the high school

level when the unrealistic career expectations of students are

completely at odds with the reality of t jr own abilities and the

facts of career distribution?

(When discussing this question, consider the following points:

a. cost of program;

b. transferability of skills to other occupations;

c. possibilities for self-employment;

d. the right of students--for example, to move out of the area;

e. the role of vocational education in supporting community

or business needs.)

C. What sources of data have you found to be useful for gathering manpower

information? What professional journals, reports, surveys, or studies

would you recommend?

(Students should suggest local and national sources of employment data

that are relevant to both their individual fields and to vocational

education in general. These sources should be read regularly.)

D Which approach to assessing manpower needs do you think is most

effective for determining:

a. ndtional manpower needs?

b. local-regional manpower needs?

(National needs are best determined by econometric studies and employer

surveys. Local-regional manpower needs are best determined by employer

surveys and job vacancy surveys.)
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E. How might David Kidder's six criteria be adplied to the activities of

a local district vocational administrator engaged in manpower fore-

casting? Which are most critical and which are least critical?

(The following points should be discussed:

1. The forecasting model should be r.,:mple encAgh to be u...A

frequently and repeatedly.

2. Accuracy and an estimate of pos. ,ble error should be an
important part of the forecasting mode'.

3. All of the points are equally critical for a successful

program.)

F. "It is more important to study and understand the student population

than it is to study industry or specific jobs." Discuss this point

of view.

(Both sides of this statement can be argued but both sides are

critical. When an administrator ignores either the student population

or the needs of industry, he increases the chances that his programs

will be inappropriate. Program content must be decided by using the

following rule: job performance requirements of the jobs available,

minus the entry-level skills of the target population, equals the

learning objectives of the vocational programs.)

G. What other methods can be used to determine student interests and

needs? What techniques should be used for determining the interests

and needs of high school students, college students, adult education

students, and veterans?

(Conducting surveys, either verbal or written, is the most accurate,

as well as the easiest, method for determining the interests and needs

of students of any age. Occasionally the problem is one of finding
sources of information on a specific grout' of students [for example,

adult education students] to be usea in a survey. In sAch case, you

might consider surveying employment agenc,:ts or department; of large

companies. They will have a fairly good idea of ;tudent interests
and needs as shown through recert job applirants. Community groups

can also be considered a source of informaithn.)

H. The follow-up survey is a tradiLional method of validating the effec-

tiveness of vocational programs. A return that showed a high

correlation between job placement and success and the vocational trdin-

ing in high school or community college, for example, was deemed t.

verify that the vocational training was a sur:ess. What factors in

the real world should he considered in addition to placement?
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(Other factors to consider include the following:

1. the state of the economy--are companies expanding?
2. unemployment figures--are more people trying to locate jobs

when there are fewer vacancies?
3. student satisfaction with their career choice and life-style;

4. student interest and motivation to progress to more
responsible jobs in their field;

5. students' feelings of responsibility to their employers and

their community;
6. student moral commitment to honesty, good intentions and

fairnesses--are they good employees in all respects?)

9 1
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PART IV

STUDENT SELF-CHECK

GOAL 4.1

1. Define the following terms:

a. task analysis (4.11)

b. occupationll analysis (4.12)

c. job analysis (4.13)

d. instructional analysis (4.14)

e. population needs analysis (4.15)

f. job market analysis (4.16)

2. Differentiate between the following pairs of terms by explaining in

what ways they are alike and in what ways they are different.

(Goal 4.1)

a. occupational analysis and job analysis

b. task analysis and instructional analysis

c. job market analysis and population needs analysis

GOAL 4.2

3. Describe the type of information that can be found in the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles. (4.21)

4. Describe the type of information that can be found in the Manpower

Report of the President. (4.22)

5. List three sources of employment statistics that can be used for

planning vocational education programs. After you list the three

sources, briefly describe the contents of ea,7h, and describe how you

would use it.
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GOAL 4.3

6. What is the purpose of conducting a manpower needs analysis before

developing educational programs? (4.31)

7. Describe how employ( sL:rveys are conducted and used in vocational

education. (4.31)

8. Describe how econometric studies 'are conducted and used in vocational

education. (4.32)

9. Describe how job vacancy surveys are conducted and used in vocational

education. (4.33)

10. Describe how extrapolation of trends surveys are conducted and used in

vocational education. (4.34)

GOAL 4.4

11. Why is manpower supply data or population needs analysis important

to consider when developing instructional programs? (4.4)

12. There are several ways to obtain and assess population or manpower

supply information. List and describe at least three ways to

determine population interests and needs. (4.41)

13. Describe how to conduct an interest survey to determine manpower

vocational interests. (4.42)

94
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PART V

APPENDICES

Appendix A:Possibleses
GOAL 4.1

la. a. task analysis the process of determining the major tasks of
a job as well as the tools, manuals, or other equipment required

b. occupational analysis - the process of determining the jobs
that are performed in key occupations of a cluster

c. job analysis - the process of listing the steps or sequences of
tasks that make up a job

d. instructional analysis - tne process of analyzing the instruc-
tional requirements of a job. This involves writing objectives,
as well as specifying required media and simulation exercises.

e. population needs analysis - the process of obtaining data about
the employable population regarding career choices, skills pos-
sessed, and needs

f. job market analysis the process of obtaining data about job
market or employment opportunities including employer require-
ments for entry-level jobs and employer needs

b. a. occupational analysis and job analysis - Occupational analysis
is a general type of analysis; it surveys clusters of related
occupations. Job analysis is specfic; only the tasks that
make up one job are analyzed.

b. task analysis and instructional analysis - Task analysis studies
the specific steps or skills that make up a job. Instructional
analysis determines how and what to teach; it includes an analysis
of the instructional requirements of the job.

c. job market analysis and population needs analysis - A job market
analysis surveys the employment needs of business and industry.
A population needs analysis surveys the needs and interests of
the employable population.

2a. a. emerging employment opportunities
b. students interests and needs
c. local resources and constraints

b. a. How important is the task for hiring, job success, and promotion?
b. How frequently is the task performed?
c. What proportion of employers want the task taught?
d. For what level of proficiency should the task be taught?
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GOAL 4.2

la. (The specific response to this activity depends on your specific
field of vocational education. Regardless, you should probably
include some general vocational education journals such as the
American Vocational Journal.)

b. (The specific response to this activity depends on your area of
specialization. Regardless, you should most likely include the
Chamber of Commerce and the State Employment Department.)

2. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular com-
munity in which you reside and your area of specialization.)

3. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular oc-
cupation you selected.)

4. (The specific answers to these questions depend on thr.,7 resources that
you selected for Activity 3.)

GOAL 4.3

1. (The specific response to this activity depends on the manpower needs
of your local community.)

2a. a Employer surveys - survey in which forms are sent to employers in
the local area requesting them to answer questions related to
their manpcwer needs, entry-level requirements, training
opportunities, etc.

b Econometric studies - a sophisticated survey to determine long-
term predictions of manpower needs. The statistics are gathered,
updated, and studied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

c Job vacancy surve,,s - a study that compares local job vacancies
with national mai Jwer needs to determine priority jobs needing
trained personnel. The vocational curriculum specialist can com-
pare local job vacancy rates to national trends.

d Trends surveys a survey technique that attempts to forecast
future manpower needs by studying past manpower needs and supp'y.
Because technolugy and industry change so quickly, past trends
are not always a dependable ciide for future planning, so this
method is not recommended.

b. The assessment of manpower needs is a crucial step in the development
of educational materials bc(uase this assessment informs program
developers of th2 need for teaching specific tasks and job skills.
Where there are manpower needs, skills can be taught; where there is
an oversupply of manpower, training can be eliminated. The assess-
ment encourages the efficient use of money, time, and effort.
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GOAL 4.4

la. A procedure to monitor phone requests should include the following:

a. Develop a form for recording inquiries and requests.
b. Distribute the form to those who receive the calls--counselors,

teachers, and administrators.
c. In:,truct them how to use.the form and what information to collect.
d. Periodically tabulate the results and prepare a report.

D. b

c. A procedure for gathering data on student withdrawals and dropouts
should include the following:

a. Develop a form for interviewing students.
b. Inform those who will be in contact with the dropouts.
c. Analyze the interview data at the end of each semester.

d. A procedure for gathering data on student graduates should include
the Following:

a. Develop a form for interviewing graduates.
b. Interview the graduates.
c. Compile and analyze the data.

e. With less than 50% of survey forms being returned, responses do not
always represent the views of the entire group.

2. The specific response to this activity depends on the characteristics
of t target population you selected to study. You (=hould, however,
have completed all of the following steps:

1. identified a specific target population;
2. listed the questions to which you wanted answers;
3. decided which method of data collection would be rcst oopropriate.

9 8
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Appendix B:

Possible Self-Check Responses

GOAL 4.1

1. Define the following terms:

a. task analysis (4.11) - The process )f r'etermining the major
tasks of a job and the tools, manuals,
or other equipment required.

b. occupational analysis (4.12) - The process of determining
the jobs that are performed
in key operations.

c. job analysis (4.13) - The process of listing the steps or
sequences of tasks that make up a job.

d. instructival analysis (4.14) - The process of analyzing
the instructional require-
ments of a job. This involves
writing objectives specifying
required media and simulation
exercises.

e. population needs analysis (4.15) - The process of obtaining
data about the career
choices, skills possessed,
and needs of the employ-
able population.

f. job market analysis (4.16) - The process of obtaining data
about job market or employment
opportunities, individual em-
ployer requirements for entry-
level jobs, and employer needs.

2. Differentiate between the following pairs of terms by explaining in

what ways they are alike and in what ways they are different.

(Goal 4.1)
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a. occupational dr,alysis and job analysis - Occupational analysis

is a general, bro&cl analysis that surveys clusters of

related occupations. Job analysis is specific; it a.ialyzes

only the tasks that make up one job.

b. task analysis and instructional analysis - Task analysis

studies the specific steps or skills that make up a job.

Instructional analysis determines how and what to teach,

including an analysis of the instructional requirements,

or tasks required, of the job.

c. job market analysis and population needs analysis - Job market

analysis surveys the employment needs of business and

industry. Population needs analysis surveys the needs

and interests of the employable populat.;on.

GOAL 4.2

3. Describe the type of information that can be found in the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles. (4.21)

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles describes most common jobs

in the U.S. Job descriptions inriude a description of the tasks

that make up the job, training requirements, approx'mate income,

and the future need for the trained employees.

4. Describe the type of information that can ue found in the Manpower

Report of the President. (4.22)

The Manpower Report of the President describes the economic charac-

teristics of manpower supply and needs in the U.S. It projects

future needs for occupations and examines trends i; the economy

and executive plans for solving present and potential problems.
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5. List three sources of employment statistics that can be used for

planning vocational education programs. After you list the three

sources, briefly describe the contents of each, and describe how

you would use it. (4.23)

(The specific responses to this question depend on the particular

sources students select.)

GOAL 4.3

6. What is the purpose of conducting a manpower needs analysis before

developing educational programs? (4.31)

A manpower needs analysis provides the vocational planner with the

necessary data for deciding which skills should be taught to meet

employers' needs for trained personnel. If programs are based on

reliable data, students can be fairly certain to find jobs at grad-

uation.

7. Describe how employer surveys are conducted and used in vocational

education. (4.31)

Employer surveys are used to determine which jobs are expanding and

will provide openings for trained personnel. Employers are contacted,

questioned about their employment needs at present and in the future,

asked to specify the skills required for entry-level jobs, and asked

to predict their future need and interest in vocational training

programs.

Describe how econometric studies are conducted and used in vocatioral

education. (4.32)

Econometric studies are conducted by economists on the federal cr
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state level to determine employment and manpower trends. Exten-

sive surveys ape conducted to gather reliable data that can be

used as a basis for economic planning.

9. Describe how job vacancy surveys are conducted and used in voca-

tional education. (4.33)

Job vacancy surveys can be used to identify those jobs that are

short of trained manpower. Job vacancy surveys can be a simple

survey of employers, a newspaper job ad survey, or an employment

agency survey. Vocational curriculum specialists can easily con-

duct job vacancy surveys before planning vocational curriculum.

10. Describe how extrapolation of trends surveys are conducted and

used in vocational education. (4.34)

Extrapolation of trends attempts to forecast fut.Are needs on the

basis of past trends. Because of changes in the job market due

to rapid technological change and changing industry needs, this

survey technique is not highly recommended for vocational education

planning.

GOAL 4.4

11. Why is manpower supply data or population needs analysis important

to consider when developing instructional programs? (4.4)

Manpower supply data shows what interests and skills potential

students have. By comparing this data to manpower or employer

demand data, vocational curriculum specialists can bridge the gap

between the two. Ideally, the manpower supply characteristics will,

after training, equal the manpower or employer demands.
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12. There are several ways to obtain and assess population or manpower

supply information. List and describe at least three ways to de-

termine population interests and needs. (4.41)

a. Monitor phone or mail requests for vocational programs.

b. Follow up on students who have dropped out of programs.

c. Follow up on students who have graduated from programs.

13. Describe how to conduct an interest survey tr determine manpower

vocational interests. (4.42)

The following steps should be mentioned:

a. Identify the sample to be surveyed.

b. Outline the expected outcomes of the survey.

c. Decide on the method of data collection: for example, personal

interview, mail survey, telephone survey, etc.

d. Develop a timetable for data collection.

e. Appoint a committee to assist with data collection.

f. Select the students to be surveyed.

g. Design the survey forms.

h. Try out the survey forms.

i. Analyze the data and revise forms as necessary.

j. Conduct the survey.

k. Analyze and tabulate the results.
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